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ABSTRACT'

This work on the development of analytical procedures to solve two problems

that are motivated by the earthquake analysis of arch dams is organized in two parts.

Presented in the first part is a direct boundary element method (BEM) to deter

mine the three-dimensional seismic response of an infinitely-long canyon of arbitrary

but uniform cross-section cut in a homogeneous viscoelastic half-space. The seismic

excitation is represented by P, SV, SH or Rayleigh waves at arbitrary angles with

respect to the axis of the canyon. The accuracy of the procedure and implementing

computer program is demonstrated by comparison with previous solutions for the li

miting case of two-dimensional response, recently obtained three-dimensional response

results for infinitely-long canyons, and three-dimensional boundary element method

solutions presented in this work for finite canyons. This procedure would enable ana

lytical estimation of the spatial variation of ground motions around the canyon and

hence the possibility of exploring the effects of such variation on earthquake response

of arch dams.

In the second part, a direct boundary element procedure is presented to determine

the foundation impedance matrix defined at the nodal points on the dam-foundation

rock interface. The uniform cross-section of the infinitely-long canyon permits analy

tical integration along the canyon axis leading to a series of two-dimensional boundary

problems involving Fourier transforms of the full-space Green's functions. Solution

of these two-dimensional boundary problems leads to a dynamic flexibility influence

matrix which is inverted to determine the impedance matrix. The accuracy of the pro

cedure is demonstrated by comparison with previous solutions for a surface-supported,

square foundation and results obtained by a three-dimensional BEM for a foundation

of finite-width supported on an infinitely-long canyon. Compared with the three

dimensional BEM, the present method requires less computer storage and is more

accurate and efficient. The foundation impedance matrix determined by this proce

dure can be incorporated in a substructure method for earthquake analysis of arch

dams.
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PART I

THREE-DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS OF SPATIALLY VARY

ING GROUND MOTIONS AROUND A UNIFORM CANYON

IN A HOMOGENEOUS HALF-SPACE





INTRODUCTION

Spatial variations in earthquake motions around the canyon have rarely been con

sidered in practical earthquake analyses of arch dams, primarily for paucity of recorded

motions. Recent research studies have reported analyses of arch dam response to spa

tially varying ground motion determined from two-dimensional wave scattering analysis

[1-3]. Three-dimensional analyses would obviously lead to more realistic prediction

of how earthquake motions vary over the canyon. This report is therefore concerned

with such analyses to determine the spatial variations in earthquake motions around

canyons supporting arch dams.

The spatial variation of the ground motion resulting from the scattering and

diffraction of waves by a canyon has been the subject of many studies. Most of these

studies are concerned with the two-dimensional response of infinitely-long canyons

of uniform cross-section. The anti-plane shear response of such geometrically two

dimensional canyons to SH waves, parallel to the longitudinal axis of the canyon,

has been determined analytically for a semi-circular canyon [4], and a semi-elliptical

canyon [5]; and numerically for arbitrary cross-sections [6-8]. The numerical approaches

employed are based on the integral equation method [6], boundary method [7], and

finite element method [8].

The plane-strain response of geometrically two-dimensional canyons to P, SV and

Rayleigh waves normal to the canyon axis, which is much more complicated because of

mode conversions and coupled boundary conditions, does not seem to be amenable to

analytical solution. Consequently various numerical techniques have been developed.

Wong used a series of Lamb's solutions as trial function to represent the scattered field

and the complex amplitudes of the trial functions were determined through boundary

conditions in a least square sense by a generalized inverse method [9]. Sanchez-Sesma

et.al. applied Trefftz's wave function expansion method to construct the scattered

field [10]. The complex coefficients of the wave functions were then determined by
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enforcing boundary conditions at both the canyon and the half-plane surface in a

least square sense. By expressing both the incident wave field and the scattered field

in terms of wave functions, Lee and Cao solved the diffraction of P and SV waves

at a two-dimensional circular canyon [11,12]. Their approach, however, results in a

set of infinite number of equations which can only be solved approximately. Various

boundary element methods (BEM), direct or indirect, have also been used to solve

the problem. Beskos et.al. analyzed the diffraction of waves by a trench using the

direct BEM with full-plane Green's functions [13]. An indirect BEM was applied

by Vogt et.al. to study wave scattering by arbitrary canyons in a layered half-plane

using half-space Green's function associated with distributed loads [14]. Nowak chose

the direct BEM with half-plane Green's functions associated with point loads [1]. By

combining the direct BEM with the discrete wavenumber Green's function, Kawase

investigated the time-domain response of a semi-circular canyon in a half-plane [15].

Hirose and Kitahara developed a special BEM to study the scattering of elastic

waves by inhomogeneous and anisotropic bodies in a half-space; the applicability of

their method, however, is limited because of the use of the fundamental solution of

elastostatics [16]. In addition to boundary methods mentioned above, various hybrid

methods (e.g. Mossessian and Dravinski [17]) have been used to study diffraction of

waves by surface irregularities.

Some of the numerical methods used for analysis of the plane-strain problem have

also been extended to study the diffraction of waves by finite-size, three-dimensional

surface irregularities including canyons and alluvial valleys. Wave function expansion

methods were applied by Sachez-Sesma et.al. [18,19], Eshraghi and Dravinski [20],

and Mossessian and Dravinski [21] to analyze the diffraction of waves by various finite

canyons and alluvial valleys. By expanding the incident and scattered fields in terms

of spherical wave functions, Lee analyzed the scattering of elastic plane waves by a

hemispherical canyon [22] and by a spherical cavity [23] in an elastic half-space. Using

the direct BEM, Banerjee et.al. studied wave barriers in multi-layered soil media [24]
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and Rizzo et.al. investigated the scattering of waves by cavities in full-space [25,26].

The work on wave scattering and related problems has been reviewed by Wong [27],

Beskos [28] and Sanchez-Sesma [29].

Quasi two-dimensional formulations have been successful in analyzing three

dimensional responses for systems with cylindrical geometry [30-34J. Wong et. al.

studied the three-dimensional dynamic response of infinitely-long pipelines by using

a cylindrical eigenfunction expansion technique [30]. The ground motion due to a

steady state dislocation propagating along a fault of finite-width and infinite-length

were solved by Luco and Anderson for a homogeneous half-space [31J and by Mendez

and Luco for a layered half-space [32] through integral representation theory. Liu

et.al. investigated the three-dimensional scattering of seismic waves by a cylindrical

alluvial valley embedded in a layered half-space by using a hybrid method where

the boundary integral representation and FEM are combined in such a way that the

problem associated with the singularity of Green's functions is eliminated [33].

The three-dimensional response of an infinitely-long, uniform canyon subjected to

waves at an arbitrary angle with respect to the axis of the canyon has been analyzed

recently by Luco, Wong and de Barros [34]. This problem was solved for a canyon

cut in a layered viscoelastic half-space by the indirect boundary method utilizing the

Green's functions associated with a concentrated load moving along the canyon axis.

The number and cross-sectional location of these moving sources are determined by

trial and error and their magnitudes are computed by imposing boundary conditions

along the canyon surface in a least square sense.

In this report, we solve the same wave diffraction problem by a canyon, except

that the half-space is homogeneous instead of layered and Rayleigh wave excitation

is also considered, by the direct boundary element method in conjunction with full

space Green's function. The uniform cross-section of the infinitely-long canyon permits

closed-form integration along the canyon axis leading to a "two-dimensional" boundary
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element problem involving Fourier transforms of the Green's functions. The assumption

of a homogeneous half-space seems to be appropriate for arch dam sites where similar

rock usually extends to considerable depth.

While we were working on this problem, an early, unpublished version of a paper

by Luco, Wong and de Barros [34J provided an independent set of results for evaluating

the accuracy of our results. In order to facilitate comparison, we follow their notation

and presentation in the next two sections and in the validation of numerical results.

SYSTEM CONSIDERED

The system considered consists of an infinitely long canyon of arbitrary but uniform

cross-section cut in a homogeneous viscoelastic half-space (Figure 1). The seismic

excitation is represented by P, SV, or SH waves incident on the canyon boundary

with arbitrary angles with respect to the vertical axis and the horizontal axes of the

canyon. Also considered are Rayleigh waves which approach the canyon horizontally

at an arbitrary angle with respect to the axis of the canyon. While appropriate

for exploratory purposes, free-field Rayleigh waves in a homogeneous half-space may

not be realistic since they imply larger amplitudes of the vertical component of the

wave than is supported by recorded data. Although the geometry of the canyon is

two-dimensional in that it is uniform along its length, the earthquake motion at the

canyon will vary along the axis of the canyon.

The viscoelastic half-space medium is characterized by the complex P and S wave

velocities Cp = cp(l + iTJp)I/2 and Cs = cs(1 + iTJs)I/2. The terms TJp and TJs represent the

constant hysteretic damping factors for P and S waves respectively; and cp and Cs

denote the P and S wave velocities if the medium were undamped. Similarly, the

Rayleigh wave velocity is given by Cr = cr(1 + iTJr )1/2 where Cr is the Rayleigh wave

velocity without damping and TJr is the corresponding hysteretic damping factor. Both

Cr and TJr are related to cp, cs, TJp and TJs.
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Fig.! Infinitely-long canyon of arbitrary but uniform cross-section; rc is the
cross-section of the canyon at x = 0; r i is the interface between the
dam and foundation rock.
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FREE FIELD MOTION

The first step is to determine the ground motion for free-field conditions, i.e. III

the half-space without the canyon. Considered first are the body waves. The seismic

excitation is represented by plane P, SV or SH waves in the underlying half-space

approaching from any direction. The normal to the wave front forms an angle 8v

with the vertical axis and an angle 8h with the axis of the canyon (Figure 2). The

incident motion in the underlying half-space, at any point xi = (x', y', z'), is described

by the three components of displacements given by

{U'(Xininc = A{u'}e-ik'x'+il/Z'+iwt (1)

where A is the amplitude of the incident displacement, w is the frequency of the

wave, k' = (wfcp)sin8v and v' = (wfcp)cos9v · for P-waves, and k' = (wfc s )sin8v and

v' = (wfcs)cos8v for S-waves. In equation (1), {u'} is the vector

for P-waves
for SV-waves
for SH-waves

(2)

The incident motion associated with Rayleigh surface waves, which propagate

hori- zontally, is given by

(3)

where A is a measure of the wave amplitude, k' = (wfc r ), and {u'(z')} is the vector

The free-field ground motion is the total motion in the half-space resulting from

the incident motion. The total motion due to surface waves is the same as the incident

motion (equation 3). In the case of body waves, the total motion is the incident

motion (equation 1) plus the reflected wave motion. The resulting total free-field
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ground motion presented in Appendix A is well kn'own for the homogeneous half-space

[e.g. 35] but requires extensive calculation for a layered half-space [e.g. 36, 37]. In

either case, the free-field displacement field in the x'y'z'-coordinate system is denoted

by

(5)

where {u~fJ(z')} are the displacement components at the plane x' = O. In equation

(5), and in the sequel, the factor eiwt has been deleted for brevity. Similarly the

dependence of displacements and tractions on the frequency w is implied.

The free-field displacement is next transformed to the xyz-coordinate system in

which the boundary conditions at the surface of the canyon are imposed. For this

purpose, the rotation of coordinates is introduced:

(6)

The free-field displacements at any point x= (x, y, z) are

(7)

where {uJJ(io )} describes the displacements at i o = (0, y, z) on the y - z plane, k =
(w/cp)sinOucos(h for P-waves, k = (w/cs)sinOucosOh for S-waves, and k = (w/cr)COSOh

for Rayleigh waves. Equation (7) suggests that waves travelling in the x'-direction

with speed c described by equation (5), may be interpreted as propagating in the

x-direction with an apparent speed of C/COSOh'

In the presence of the canyon, the total displacement field {u( i)} consists of the

free-field motion {uJJ(i)} and the scattered-field motion {us(i)}:

(8)

Similarly, the total traction vector {t (i)} on the canyon boundary and the half-space

surface is

(9)
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where {tjj(xn and {ta(xn are the traction vectors associated with the free-field and

scattered field respectively, and n denotes the normal to the canyon and half-space

boundary at x.

The traction vector {tfJ(xn can be determined from the displacement field {ufJ(x)}

through the strain-displacement relations and material constitutive law. It can be

expressed as

(10)

The traction free condition on the boundary r c of the canyon requires that (using

equation 9)

(11)

On the boundary r h of the half-space, the same condition leads to

(12)

because the free-field solution satisfies the traction free condition.

To determine the total displacements, {u(x)}, around the boundary of the canyon,

only the scattered field in equation (8) needs to be evaluated since the free-field

displacements are known from equation (7). The scattered displacement field is of

the form

(13)

Thus, once the displacements along the boundary rein the plane x = 0 are determined,

their values at the dam-foundation rock interface are known from equation (13).

Thus, the problem reduces to evaluating the displacements along the canyon

boundary at the x = 0 plane associated with tractions at the canyon boundary and

half-space surface that are known from equations (11) and (12). This problem is solved

in the subsequent sections by the boundary element method, modified to recognize

the uniform cross-section and infinite length of the canyon.
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BOUNDARY INTEGRAL FORMULATION

The boundary integral equation can be obtained from the reciprocal theorem

applied to a pair of elastodynamic equilibrium states; this theorem is a dynamic

extension of the classical Betti's law for elastostatic systems. Both the selected elas

todynamic equilibrium states satisfy the wave equation over the half-space with a

cut canyon and radiation conditions at infinity, but not necessarily the boundary

conditions. The first state is the unknown scattered displacement field {us(x)} and

the associated tractions {t(x)} at the half-space surface and canyon boundary, which

can be determined from equations (11) and (12). The second state is defined by the

displacements {u*(x,xos)} and tractions (t*(x,xos)} in a full-space due to concentrated

forces {P} = {Px , Py, Pz}T applied at a point xos = (0, Ys, zs) on f' c or f'h, the intersection

of the system boundary and the x = 0 plane. According to the reciprocal theorem,

the work done by the tractions of the second state in undergoing the displacements

of the first state is equal to the work done by the tractions of the first state through

the displacements of the second state:

The integration is over the entire boundary S consisting of the surface of the half

space and the boundary of the canyon, modified slightly to avoid the singularity at

the point of load application (Figure 3).

n
The displacements {u*(x, xos)} and tractions {t*(x, xos)} at a "receiver" point x =

(x, y, z) on the boundary S are related to the concentrated forces applied at the

"source" point xos = (0, Ys, zs) on the boundary f' c and f\ :

(lSa)

(lSb)

The traction vector is associated with the normal n to the boundary, and [G*(x, xos)]
n

and [P'(X, xos)] are 3 x 3 matrices of Green's functions. The first, second and third

12



Fig.3 Definition of boundaries and source point; r c is the cross-section of
the canyon at x = 0, rh is the x = 0 line on the surface of the half
space, and r. is the small contour of radius r. around the source
point.
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n
columns of the matrices [G*(x, xos)] and [F*(i, xos)] 'correspond to the displacement and

traction vectors at x for a unit point load acting at xos in the x, y and z directions,

respectively. The 3 x 1 vector {P} represents the unknown amplitudes of the forces.
n

Expressions for matrices [G*(x, xos)] and [F*(x, xos)] are presented in Appendix B [38].

The boundary integral equation is obtained by substituting equation (15) into

equation (14) and recognizing that the latter should be satisfied for all force vectors

{P}=

[ /00 [F*(x,xos)f{us(i)}dxdf =
Jrcur"ur. -00
~ _/00 [G*(i, ios)f{t(i)}dxdf

Jrcur"ur. -00 (16)

For each source point xos, this equation represents three scalar equations in the

unknown displacements {us(i)}.

Equation (16) can be simplified by substituting equations (10), (11) and (13) and

analytically evaluating the integral along the x-axis, leading to

(17)

(18b)

(18a)

where

[G(io, xos)] = 1:[G*(x, xos)]e-ikXdx

[F(xo, Xos)] = 1:[F*(x, xos)]e-ikxdx

Expressions for these Fourier transforms are given in Appendix C. Thus the original

boundary integral equation (16) has been transformed to a simpler form (equation

17) in which the remaining integration is only along the curve l'c u l'h U 1's at the

x =0 cross-section of the system.

The final step is to make the radius rs of the small arc 1's around the source

point, ios, approach zero. Following [39], it can be shown that

(19)
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(21)

where

[C( ios)] = lim [[F( i o, ios)fdf (20)
r.-olr.

A general expreSSIOn for the 3 x 3 matrix [C(ios)), which depends on the geometry

of the boundary at the source point, is presented in Appendix C. If the boundary is

smooth, i.e., it has a unique tangent, at the source point, Cij(ios) =Cij/2.

The final form of the boundary integral equation is obtained from equation (17)

after utilizing equation (19):

[C(ios)]{us(ios)} + [ [F(io, ios)]T{us(io)}df
lreur"

= - ~ _ [G(io, xos)]T{fff(io)}df
lrc ur"

n
In this equation, the traction vector {t ff (i o)} is known from equation (10) and the

n
transformed Green's function matrices [G(io,ios)] and [F(io,xos)] are known from

equation (18) and Appendix C, whereas the scattered-field displacements at the plane

x = 0 are the unknowns. These include {us(ios)} at the source point and {us(xo )} at

the rest of the boundary feu l'h. Once the displacements along the boundary feU f h

are determined, the displacements at the rest of the boundary f, and in particular

at the dam-foundation rock interface can be determined from equation (13).

By taking advantage of the uniform geometry of the system along the x-direction,

the three-dimensional boundary integral equation (16) has been reduced to a "two

dimensional" problem (equation 21) involving Fourier transforms of Green's functions.

This was possible because the x-variation of tractions and displacements is known

analytically (equations 11 and 13) which permitted closed-form integration along the

x-axis. The reduced problem is really not two-dimensional because the unknown

scattered displacements along the boundary feU f h are three-dimensional vectors.

If the incident waves are perpendicular to the x-axis, Oh = 900 and therefore k =0,

equation (18) becomes

(22a)
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(22b)

n
In the 3x3 matrices [Go(xo,xos)] and [Fo(xo,xos)], the (1,1) entry represents the Green's

functions for the 2-D anti-plane shear motion; the (2,2), (2,3), (3,2) and (3,3) entries are

the Green's functions associated with the 2-D plane-strain motion, and the remaining

entries are zero because the in-plane and anti-plane motions are uncoupled. In this

case, the boundary integral equation governs two uncoupled problems: the anti-plane

shear problem associated with an incident SH wave and the plane-strain problem

associated with incident P, SV and Rayleigh waves.

BOUNDARY ELEMENT FORMULATION

Discretization

In its present form, equation (21), which represents the exact formulation of

the problem, cannot be solved analytically to determine the scattered displacements,

even for the simplest canyon geometry. Therefore, the integration domain f'c u f' h is

discretized into M one-dimensional elements (Figure 4). Obviously, the discretization

extends to only a finite distance along f' h on the half-space surface, which should be

large enough to provide accurate solutions. In the simplest form, each element has

two nodes, and the interpolation functions are linear. Following isoparametric element

concepts, these interpolation functions are Nt (() = 0.5(1 - () and N 2(() = 0.5(1 +()
where ( varies from -1 to 1 (Figure 4). Thus the discretized system with M elements

has M n = M +1 nodes.

The variation of the scattered-field displacements over the jth element can be

expressed in terms of nodal displacements

where [N(()] is a 3 x 6 matrix consisting of interpolation functions

(23)

(

Nt
[N(()] = ~ (24)
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and {iT}; is the vector of displacements at the two nodes - j and j + 1 - of the

element

Boundary Element Equations

The boundary integrations in equation (21) can now be expressed as summation

of integrals over all the M elements

M

[C(xos)]{us(xos)} +2:=i [F(Xo,Xos)]T{us(xo)};df
;=1 t j

(25)

where 1"; represents the extent of the jth element. The summation on the right side

extends over only the elements of fe, the canyon boundary (Figure 4), because the free

field tractions {tff(xo )} vanish on f h , the half-space surface, and hence the contribution

of the corresponding elements is zero. By expressing the displacement field in terms

of nodal displacements through equation (23), and changing the integration variable

to (, the contributions of the jth element in equation (25) become

[ [F(xo,xos)];{us(xo)};df = ~Ijjl [F«(,xos)]J[N«()]d({iT}j (26a)itj -1

[ [G(xo, xos)];{tfJ(xo)}jdf = -211j /1 [G«(, xos)];{tfJ«()}jd( (26b)
~j -1

where I; is the length of the jth element. Substituting these equations, equation (25)

can be expressed in matrix form:

Equation (27) represents three equations associated with the source point xos

(0, Ys, zs), where the 3 X 3 matrix [C(xos)] is given by equation (20), the 3 x 1 column

vector {us(xos)} represents the unknown displacements at the source point, {iT} is a

18



3Mn x 1 column vector of unknown nodal displacements (3 displacement components

at each of the M n nodes), [A(xos)] is a 3 x 3Mn matrix assembled from the integrals of

the products of the transformed traction Green's functions and element interpolation

functions:
- 1

[A(xos)] = 2
M 1

~ I j 11 (F«(,xos)]J[N«()]d(
a.s.semble

(28)

and {Q(ios)} is a 3 x 1 vector defined by

(29)

The matrix [A(xos)] is obtained by appropriately assembling the contribution of the

various elements, a process that is reminiscent of the stiffness matrix assembly process

in the direct stiffness method. The vector {Q(xos)} is obtained by direct addition of

the contributions of the various elements. The construction of both of these matrices

for a small system is illustrated in Figure 5.

Equation (27) is a discrete form of equation (21) obtained by introducing two

approximations: (1) interpolation of displacements over each element in terms of nodal

displacements (in this particular formulation the interpolation functions were chosen

to be linear); and (2) truncation of the integration over f h to a finite distance.

Formation of System Matrices

Associated with the source point xos = (0, Ys, zs), equation (27) represents 3 linear

algebraic equations in 3Mn unknown displacements. Obviously a total of 3Mn equations

are needed to determine the unknown displacements. These equations can be obtained

by successively choosing the source point at each of the nodes of the discretized

boundary. When the source point coincides with the ith node, Xi, equation (27)

becomes

\.

(30)

Such equations associated with all nodes can be obtained from equation (30) by
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varying i = 1,2, ... , M n and assembling the resulting equations in the following form:

[AHU} = {Q}

where [A] is a square matrix of order 3Mn given by

(31)

(

[C(id]

[A] = (32)

(33)

and {Q} is a 3Mn x 1 column vector

{Q} = ( {Q(Xl)) 1
{Q(iMn )}

The coefficient matrix [A] is unsymmetric and fully populated, which is typical of the

boundary element method equations.

Evaluation of Displacements

Solution of the system of linear algebraic equations (31) leads to the nodal dis

placements {U} and thereafter the displacement variation over each finite element from

equation (23). The resulting displacements represent an approximation to {u,,(io )},

the scattered displacement field along the boundary f'c u f' h at the plane x = 0. The

scattered displacements {u,,(in on the boundary surface at any other plane are then

given by equation (13), which when combined with the known free-field displacements

(equation 7) lead to the total displacements, {u(x)} (equation 8).

Summary

The boundary element procedure developed m the preceding sections may be

summarized as follows:

1. Discretize f'c, the canyon boundary at x = 0, and f'h, the half-space surface at

x = 0, into M line elements. If linear interpolation functions are selected for each

element, the discretized system contains Mn = M +1 nodes.
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2. Establish equation (30) which includes three linear algebraic equations associated

with the ith node, X;, in 3Mn unknowns (3 displacement components at each of

the M n nodes) by the following steps:

(a) Compute the elements of the 3x3 matrix [C(x;)] which depend on the geometry

of the boundary at the ith node, see Appendix C. These elements are given

by Cjk(xd =Ojk/2 if the boundary is smooth, i.e., it has a unique tangent at

X;.

(b) Compute the 3x3Mn matrix [..4(i;)] from equation (28) by assembling thecontri

butions of all the M elements, as described in Figure 5. Element contributions

are determined from the integrals of the transformed traction Green's functions

(equation I8b) and element interpolation functions. Analytical expressions for

the transformed traction Green's functions are available in Appendix C.

(c) Compute the 3 x 1 vector {Q(id} from equation (29) by adding the contri

butions of the elements on the canyon boundary, as described in Figure 5.

Element contributions are determined from the integrals of the products of

transformed displacement Green's functions (equation 18a) and free-field trac

tions. Analytical expressions for the transformed Green's functions are avail

able in Appendix C and the traction vector is determined from the free-field

displacements {uff (i)} given by equation (7) through the strain-displacement

relations and material constitutive law.

3. Repeat the computations summarized in step 2 for each of the nodes, i = 1,2, ... , M n

to determine [C(i;)], [..4(i;)] and {Q(i;)} for all the nodes.

4. Evaluate the square matrix [A] of order 3Mn and vector {Q} of size 3Mn for the

boundary element system from the corresponding individual nodal matrices (step

3) using equations (32) and (33).

5. Solve the system of 3Mn linear algebraic equations to determine the nodal dis

placements {U} and thereafter the displacement variations over each finite element
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from equation (23).

6. Determine the scattered displacements {u s ( x)} at the dam-foundation rock inter

face, or any plane other than x = 0, from the displacements at the x = 0 plane

(step 5) using equation (13).

7. Add the scattered displacements {us(x)} from step 6 and the free-field displace

ments {uff(x)} , determined from equation (7), to obtain the total displacements

{u(x)}.

A computer program has been developed to implement the procedures summarized

above for an incident wave of frequency w with its propagation direction defined by

angles (Jv to the vertical, z-axis and (Jh to the horizontal, x-axis of the canyon.

The boundary element formulation summarized above is for a canyon cut m a

homogeneous viscoelastic half-space. In principle, this method can be extended to a

layered half-space with non-horizontal layers. A boundary integral equation, similar

to equation (21), can be obtained for each layer and the underlying half-space. The

interfaces between layers would also require discretization because full-space Green's

functions are used. Thus this approach may become computationally impractical for

multi-layered systems.

DISCRETIZATION ERRORS

As mentioned earlier, discretization of the boundary obviously extends only a finite

distance, Lh' along the half-space surface at the plane x = 0 (Figure 4). The minimum

Lh necessary for accurate solution of the problem is examined next. Computed by

the present procedure, with different L h values, the displacement amplitudes around

a semi-circular canyon of radius L are presented in Figures 6 to 9 for P, SH, SV

and Rayleigh waves for incidence angles fh = 30° and (Jv = 45° and three values of

the normalized frequency, n =wL/'lrcs • For L =800 ft, and Cs =6000 ft/sec, n =0.5,1

and 2 represent frequencies f = 1.9,3.8 and 7.5 Hz. The results are presented for four

selections of Lh : L, 2L, 4L and 6L; in each case the element size is taken as L/8. The
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Fig.8 Influence of Lh on computed response of a semi-circular canyon to
SV-wave excitation (lh = 30°, Bv = 45°).
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semi-circular curve fe, which is the intersection' of the canyon and plane x = 0, IS

discretized into 24 elements.

It is apparent from the results of Figures 6 to 9 that, in most cases, the displace

ments on the canyon surface are not very sensitive to the Lh value. The dependence

on Lh decreases for higher frequency. It is more meaningful to define the required Lh

as a multiple of the shear wavelength. Such results demonstrate that if Lh exceeds

twice the shear wavelength the results are accurate.

The dependence of the boundary element solution on the fineness of the dis

cretization is examined next. Computed by the present procedure, the displacement

amplitudes around a semi-circular canyon are presented in Figures 10 to 13 for P,

SH, SV and Rayleigh waves for normalized frequency n = 0.5,1,2 and (Jh = (Jv = 45°.

The corresponding shear wave lengths are equal to 4L, 2L and L where L is the

radius of the canyon. The canyon boundary is divided into N e elements and the

half-space surface into N h elements with the latter covering an extent of L h = 4L on

both sides of the canyon. The element size on f h is about the same as that on f e •

The results obtained from three different discretizations are shown in Figures 10 to

13 together with what might be considered as the "exact" result. The latter was

obtained with very fine discretization, N e = 32 and N h = 40. It is apparent that, as

the discretization becomes finer, the results converge to the "exact" values. A coarse

mesh gives reasonably accurate results only at low frequency, and a finer mesh must

be used at high frequency to describe the rapid variations of the displacements. It

is the ratio of the shear wavelength to the element size that determines if a chosen

mesh is fine enough. Reliable results are obtained when this ratio is greater than 5.

In summary, the present method is reliable and can be used to analyze the spatial

variations of motion around an infinitely-long canyon of arbitrary shape. In order to

control discretization errors, the element size on the canyon surface should be kept

smaller than one-fifth of the shear wavelength, and the half-space surface should be
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Fig.13 Influence of mesh refinement on computed response of a semi-circular
canyon to Rayleigh wave excitation (fh = 45°, .Lh = 4L).
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discretized on both sides of the canyon over a distance of at least two times the shear

wavelength.

VERIFICATION

The analytical procedure and the implementing computer program were tested by

solving problems for which previous results are available. In all cases, an infinitely

long canyon with semi-circular cross-section of radius L cut in a homogeneous half

space is considered. The earlier results [4,9] for the two-dimensional response of the

canyon are for a elastic half-space with cp = 2cs , i.e. Poisson's ratio = 1/3. The

recent results [34] for the three-dimensional response of the canyon are for a slightly

dissipative viscoelastic half-space characterized by cp = 2cs and TIp = TIs = 0.02. The

present approach is implemented for the latter set of material properties, with the

canyon boundary f'c discretized into 32 equal elements and each side of the half-space

boundary f'p is discretized into 30 equal elements covering Lh =4L (Figure 4).

The results obtained by the present method for the two-dimensional anti-plane

shear motion arising from an SH wave of unit amplitude impinging normal to the

canyon axis are compared in Figure 14a with the exact solution of Trifunac [4]. The

results presented describe the displacement amplitudes around the canyon for Ov =

1°,45° and 85° and a dimensionless frequency n = wL/1rcs = 1. A similar comparison

is presented in Figure 14b for Ov = 0° and Oh = 0° which corresponds to a vertically

incident SH wave with particle motion perpendicular to the axis of the canyon. For

this plane-strain case, the numerical results are available (e.g. Wong [9]). Figure 15

shows the results for the two-dimensional response of the canyon to P and SV waves

impinging normal to the axis of the canyon (Oh = 90°) at various vertical angles Ov

and for a dimensionless frequency n = wL/1rcs = 1. The comparisons in Figures 14

and 15 indicate that the present method provides reasonably accurate results for the

two-dimensional limiting cases considered.

We now turn to the three-dimensional response of a canyon to incident waves
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impinging from an arbitrary direction. The calculated amplitudes of the three dis

placement components (lu,,;I,luyl, and luzl) for incident P, SH and SV waves of unit

amplitude, dimensionless frequency n =wL/1rcs =1, vertical angle of incidence Ov =45°,

and horizontal angle of incidence Oh = 45° are presented as solid lines in Figure 16

for an infinitely-long canyon of semi-circular cross-section, dashed lines represent the

results obtained by the indirect boundary method [34]. This comparison indicates that

the present method provides reasonably accurate results also for the three-dimensional

problem.

Also included In Figure 16 are the displacement amplitudes around the canyon

computed by analyzing a finite-length canyon by a fully three-dimensional verSIOn

of the present boundary element method. In this case, discretization is necessary

even along the canyon axis (Figure 17) in contrast to the method presented in the

preceding sections where integrations in the x-direction could be evaluated analytically

(equation 14). The results at x = 0 obtained for the finite-length canyon of Figure 17

with d =4L and Lh = 1.5L are shown in Figure 16 by discrete symbols. The finiteness

of the canyon has only a small effect on the displacements far from the ends of the

canyon. The results for the finite-length canyon can be improved in accuracy at the

expense of increased computational effort - by increasing Lh and by using a finer

discretization on the canyon boundary.

The results presented in Figure 18 are for an infinitely-long canyon (Figure 1) and

finite canyons (Figure 19) of four different lengths subjected to Rayleigh waves with

dimensionless frequency n = wL/1rcs = 1, and horizontal angles of incidence 0h = 30°

and 60°. This comparison indicates that the results obtained for infinite and finite

canyons are generally similar and become closer with increasing length of the finite

canyon. The accuracy of the results obtained for the finite-length canyon is limited

because of the coarseness of the discretization on the canyon boundary and the short

distance, Lh = 1.5L, over which the discretization extends on the half-space surface

(Figure 19). Compared with the fully three-dimensional version of the boundary
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element method, the present approach is much more efficient as it permits analytical

integration along the canyon axis.

CONCLUSIONS

A direct boundary element procedure to calculate the three-dimensional response of

an infinitely-long canyon of arbitrary but uniform cross-section cut in a homogeneous

viscoelastic half-space to incident seismic waves has been presented. The seismic

excitation is represented by P, SH, SV or Rayleigh waves at arbitrary angles with

respect to the axis of the canyon. The uniform cross-section of the infinitely-long

canyon permits analytical integration along the canyon axis of the three-dimensional

boundary integral equation. Thus the original three-dimensional problem is reduced

to a computationally efficient "two-dimensional" boundary element problem involving

Fourier transforms of full-space Green's functions.

The accuracy of the procedure and implementing computer program has been ver

ified by comparison with previous solutions for the limiting case of two-dimensional re

sponse, recently obtained three-dimensional response results for infinitely-long canyons

by the indirect boundary method, and three-dimensional boundary element method

solutions presented here for finite canyons. The finiteness of the canyon has only a

small effect on the displacements far from the ends of the canyon. Compared with the

fully three-dimensional version of the boundary element method, the present method

is much more efficient as it permits analytical integration along the canyon axis. This

method is suitable for research studies concerning the influence of spatial variations

in input motions on the earthquake response of arch dams.
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a

A

[Aj

[AJ

b

cp

[C(x)J

d

f

[FJ

NOTATION

numerical coefficient

= ..jk2 - k;
= Jk2 - k;
measure of incident wave amplitude

square coefficient matrix for the boundary element system (equation
32)

3 x 3Mn matrix assembled from the integrals of the products of
[FjT and [NJ associated with a single source point (equation 28)
numerical coefficients

amplitude of reflected P wave

amplitude of reflected SV wave

numerical constant

= k r (1 - c; / c;)1/2

= kr (1- c;/C~Y/2

P wave velocity including damping

P wave velocity without damping

Rayleigh wave velocity including damping

Rayleigh wave velocity without damping

shear wave velocity including damping

shear wave velocity without damping

3 x 3 matrix related to the geometric shape of the boundary at x
(equation 20)

= vi(x - x.)2 + (y - y.)2 + (z - Z.)2, distance between source and re
ceiver points

= J (Y - y.)2 + (z - z.)2, distance between source and receiver points
projected on plane x = 0

frequency in Hz

transform€ j full-space Green's traction functions (equation 18b)
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[F*]

[GJ

k

k'

Ii

L

M

[NJjNi

traction functions associated with full-space Green's displacement
functions [G*]
traction functions associated with the transformed full-space
Green's displacement functions [F] for k = a (equation 22b)
transformed full-space Green's displacement functions (equation
18a)
full-space Green's displacement functions

transformed full-space Green's displacement functions for k = a
(equation 22a)

=yCI

wavenumber in x-direction

wavenumber in x'-direction

P wavenumber

Rayleigh wavenumber

shear wavenumber

modified Bessel functions of second kind of order zero and order
one

length of the jth element on I'c U I'h

half width of the uniform canyon

discretization range on the half-space surface

number of one-dimensional elements on the boundaries I'c U I'h

number of nodes on the boundaries I'c U I'h

element number for the first and the last one-dimensional elements
on boundary l'c
outgoing normal to the boundary and its components

shape function matrix for the one-dimensional element on f'c U f'h;

jth shape function

number of elements on canyon boundary l'c

number of elements on one side of the half-space boundary f'h

vector and components of concentrated forces associated with the
second elastodynamic state
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{Q}

r.

s

t

{t}

{l}

{t*}

{tf! }

{If f}

{to }

[T]

{u}

{u}

{U/}

{U/}

{u*}

{Uff}

{uff }

{u~ff }

{u. }

{u.}

vector assembled from {Q} associated with all nodes on i'c u f\
(equation 33)

3 x 1 vector from integrals of the products of transformed Green's
displacement functions and the free-field tractions (equation 29)
radius of a circular curve around a source point

the entire boundary of the system which consists of the surface of
the half-space and the boundary of the canyon
time

traction vector

traction vector at plane x = 0

traction vector associated with the second elastodynamic state in
reciprocal theorem
traction vector associated with the free-field motion

traction vector associated with the free-field motion at plane x =0

traction vector associated with the scattered field motion

3 x 3 coordinate transformation matrix (equation 6)

displacement vector

displacement vector at plane x = 0

displacement vector in x'y'z'-coordinate system

displacement vector at plane x' = 0 in x'y'zl-coordinate system

displacement vector for the second elastodynamic state in reciprocal
theorem
displacement vector for the free-field motion

displacement vector for the free-field motion at plane x = 0

displacement vector for the free-field motion in x'y'z'-coordinate
system
displacement vector for the free-field motion at plane x' = 0 III

x' y'zl-coordinate system
displacement vector for the scattered field

displacement vector for the scattered field at plane x =0

{U}, Uxi , Uyi , Uzi vector containing nodal displacements at plane x = 0 and its com
ponents at the jth node
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x,y,z

x',y',z'

x"' y., z"

'7,.

'7"

spatial coordinates

spatial coordinates in x' y' z'-coordinate system

spatial coordinates of source point

= (x,y,z), an arbitrary point

= (x', y', z'), an arbitrary point In x'y' z'-coordinate system

= (0, y, z), an arbitrary point at plane x = 0

= (O,y.,z.), a source point at plane x=o

number

number

numerical coefficient

canyon sm.'face

cross-section of the canyon at plane x = 0

half-space surface

cross-section of the half-space surface at plane x = 0

extent of the jth element

small contour of radius r. around the source point at plane x = 0

Kronecker delta function

natural coordinate

constant hysteretic damping factor for P wave

constant hysteretic damping factor for Rayleigh wave

constant l:ysteretic damping factor for shear wave

critical incidence angle for SV wave

azimuth incidence angle between the wave propagation plane and
x-axis (Figure 2)
angle between the normal to the incident wave front and the vertical
axis (Figure 2)
shear wavelength

shear modulus for the half-space medium

Poisson's ratio for the half-space medium
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V'

w

n

wavenumber in zl-direction

material density for the half-space medium

angles of tangent lines passing through a non-smooth boundary
point on f c U f h

frequency in rad/sec.

non-dimensional frequency defined by n = wL/1rca
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APPENDIX A: FREE-FIELD GROUND MOTIONS FOR SH, P, SV
AND RAYLEIGH WAVES

By definition, the free-field motion is the displacement field that exists inside the

half-space in absence of the canyon. Except for incident Rayleigh surface wave, the

free-field motion consists of the incident wave and waves reflected by the half-space

surface. In the following expressions, the waves are assumed to travel parallel to

x' - Z' plane (see Figure 2). The vertical incidence angle is OIJ and the amplitudes of

the reflected P and S waves are Ap and A. respectively. In X' y'zl-coordinate system,

the free-field displacement fields can be expressed as [35]:

For Incident SH Wave

{uiJ(Xl)} = G) ~',I-'i""'+=""')i + (D .',I-" ••,.'-oo•••• ')i

For Incident P Wave

where

. c..
s~n/, = -s~nOIJ

cp

A = sin(201J)sin(2/') - (Cp/C.)2cOS2(2/')
p sin(201J)sin(2/') + (Cp/C.)2COS2(2/')

A _ 2(cp/c.)sin(201J)cos(2/')
• - sin(201J)sin(2/') + (Cp/C.)2COS2(2/')

For Incident SV Wave

(A'1)

(A·2)

The free-field motions fc,r incident SV wave are given by two different expressions,

depending on whether the vertical incidence angle OIJ is smaller than the critical

incidence angle OIJ defined hy
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where

• Cp • 0sznj = -szn v
C$

A$ = sin(20v )sin(2j) + (Cp/C$)2COS2(20v)

sin(20v )sin(2j) - (Cp/C$)2COS2(Z8v)
A

p
= sin(20v )sin(2j) + (Cp/C$)2cos2(20v)

where

a = VPsin28 - k2
$ v p

-2asin8vsin(20v) + k$ COS2 (20v)i
Al = k$ COS2 (28v) - 2asinOvsin(20v)i

k$sin(48v )i

For Incident Rayleigh Wave

(
, 2,)e-bL Z _ 1. (2 _ q. )e-bTZ

-. 2 C 'k '{u' (X')} = a • e-' .'"
f f , 2,

ik [_h.e-bLZ + -1_(2 - .so. )e-bTZ ]
r k~ 2bT C~

where

bL= kr (1 - C;r/2
Cp

bT = k r (l- :~r/2

and Cr and k r are Rayleigh wave velocity and the corresponding wavenumber.
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APPENDIX B: FULL-SPACE GREEN'S FUNCTIONS

The full-space Green's functions can be found in Reference [38]. Let the source

and receiver points be XOII = (xoI, X0 2, X03) and x = (XI, X2, X3) respectively and n be

the normal to the surface at the receiver x with corresponding components denoted

by n = (nI,n2,n3) where, in order to make the formulation compact, the coordinate

notations have been changed from (x, y, z) to (Xl, X2, X3). The displacement and traction

components at x in the jth direction due to concentrated force at X08 in the kth

direction are given by

where j, k, 1= 1,2,3,

d2 = X2 - X0 2

and kp and k ll are P and S wavenumbers, respectively.
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APPENDIX C: TRANSFORMED GREEN'S FUNCTIONS

Transformed Green's Displacement Functions

The transformed Green's displacement functions are defined (equation 18a) by

i,j=1,2,3 (C ·1)

where Gij(x,xos) is the ith displacement component at receiver point x = (X17X2,X3)

due to concentrated force at source point xos = (0, X 0 2, X 0 3) in the jth direction in full

space. In order to make the formulations compact, the notation for the coordinates

has been changed from (x,y,z) to (XI,X2,X3). Correspondingly, the coordinates of the

source point become (0, X 0 2, X 0 3).

(C·2)i,j=1,2,3

From Reference [38], the Green's displacement functions, Gij, can be expressed

either in the form given in Appendix B or in the following more compact form

1 [1 [j2 (e- ik
•

d
- e- ikpd

) 600

0 ]G* - + t3 e-tk• d

ij - 41rp w2 [)Xj[)Xj d de;

where d is the distance between the source and receiver points

In order to obtain explicit expressions for Gij, it is necessary to use following

relation

(C·3)

where b is a complex constant, d is the distance between the source and receIver

projected to the plane Xl = 0:

and K 00 is modified Bessel function of the zeroth order.

Substituting (C· 2) into (C· 1) and utilizing (C· 3) lead to

Gll = 2~Jl [Ko(asd) (1 - ~;) + ~;Ko(apd)] (C ·4)
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where

ap = Jk2 - k~

as = y'k2 - k;

j = 2,3

a,f3 = 2,3

(C·5)

(C·6)

and J1 is the shear modulus for the full-space medium. It should be pointed out that

k is a real variable while ap and as are complex numbers in general. When damping

is included, ap and as never vanish. Thus, Gij is always bounded for J =I o.

Transformed Green's Traction Functions

n
The transformed Green's traction functions Fij(xo, xos, k) are defined (equation

18b) by

i,j = 1,2,3 (C·7)

n
where Fij(x,xos) is the ith traction component at the receiver point x = (X},X2,X3) due

n
to a concentrated force at source point X08 = (0, X 0 2, X 0 3) in jth direction. Fij can be

n
obtained by substituting the expressions of Ftj' which are given in Appendix B, into

(C . 7) and finding the integrations term by term. However, since finding derivatives
n

is much easier than deriving integrations, it is more convenient to find Fij through

following ways:

(1) Assume a displacement field given by

G ( - - k) ikxlUij = ij x o, Xos, e (C·8)

(2) Find the corresponding stresses and tractions for this field and express the

latter as

(C·9)

n
(3) Remove eikx1 from (C· 9) and one obtains Fjj
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(C ·13)

n
It can be shown that Fij thus obtained are the same as what would be obtained

n
by substituting Frj into equation (C· 7) and deriving the integrations term by term.

n
The final expressions for Fij are given by (j = 1,2,3)

F1j = Jl [n2 (88~:j + ikG2j ) + n3 (88~~j + ikG3j) ] (C· 10)

F2j = Jl{ 1~~v [ikVGlj + (1 - v) 8:X:
j
+ v 88~:j ] + n3 (88~:j + 88~:j) } (C ·11)

F3j = Jl{ 1~~v [ikVGlj + (1 - v) 8:X:
j
+ v 8:X:

j
] + n2 (88~:j + 88~:j) } (C ·12)

where n2 and n3 are the components of outgoing normal to the surface, n = (0, n2, n3),

and v is the Poisson's ratio for the half-space medium.

Expression for Matrix [C]

Matrix [C] depends on the position of the source point; and, when the source

point is on the boundary, it is a function of the geometric shape of the system at

the source point. From equation (20), matrix [C] is defined by

[C(xos)] = lim f [F(xo,xos,k)fdr
r.-o}r.

n
Substituting [F] into (C·13) and following similar procedures presented in Reference

[39], it can be found that

(C ·14)

where

1
Cll = 21r (</>1 - </>2) (C ·15)

C22 = 41r(11_ v) [2(1- V)(</>1 - </>2) + %(Sin(2</>d - Sin(2</>2»] (C ·16)

C23 = C32 = (1 ) (sin2</>1 - sin2</>2) (C ·17)
41r 1 - V

C33 = 41r(1
1
_ v) [2(1- V)(</>1 - </>2) - %(sin(2</>d - Sin(2¢>2»] (C .18)

In the above equations, </>1 and </>2 are the angles of tangent lines passing through the

source point xos at the boundary. The detailed definition of </>1 and </>2 can be found

in Reference [39].
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PART II

IMPEDANCE FUNCTIONS FOR THREE-DIMENSIONAL

FOUNDATIONS SUPPORTED ON AN INFINITELY

LONG CANYON OF UNIFORM CROSS-SECTION IN A

HOMOGENEOUS HALF-SPACE





INTRODUCTION

Required in the substructure method for earthquake analysis of concrete dams is

the impedance matrix (or the frequency-dependent stiffness matrix) for the foundation

rock region, defined at the nodal points on the dam-foundation rock interface [1,2].

Computation of this foundation impedance matrix for analysis of arch dams requires

solution of a series of mixed boundary value problems governing the steady-state

response of the canyon cut in a three-dimensional, unbounded foundation rock region.

Because such analyses are extremely complicated, usually only the foundation flexibility

is considered in analysis of arch dams, i.e. the material and radiation damping as well

as inertial effects of the foundation rock are ignored [2-4]. The objective of this work

is to overcome these limitations with the long term goal of analyzing the earthquake

response of arch dams including dam-foundation rock interaction.

Computation of foundation impedance matrices has been the subject of many

investigations over the past two decades leading to a variety of analysis techniques.

Impedance matrices for two-dimensional embedded foundations have been determined

by the indirect boundary element method (BEM) with half-space Green's functions

[5], direct boundary element method with full-space Green's functions [6], and by a

hybrid method [7]. Procedures were developed to determine the impedance matrices

for three-dimensional surface-supported or embedded foundations by an integral equa

tion technique with half-space Green's functions [8,9], nonsingular integral equation

approach [10-12], and a hybrid method combining indirect BEM with FEM using

half-space Green's functions [13].

Boundary methods utilizing half-space Green's functions have the advantage that

they are applicable to layered media and do not require discretization of the half-space

surface. However, because of the high cost in computing half-space Green's functions,

application of these methods has been restricted to either arbitrary-shape, surface

supported foundations or axisymmetric embedded foundations. In contrast, full-space
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Green's functions are simple to compute and have been used widely in the direct

BEM to determine foundation impedance matrices [14-19]. However, use of full-space

Green's functions seems computationally impractical for analysis of foundations In

layered media because of the requirement to discretize interfaces between layers.

In addition to various boundary methods using different Green's functions, other

techniques have been developed for evaluation of foundation impedance matrices.

These include the finite element method in the frequency domain with transmitting

boundaries [20-23], finite element method in the time domain [24], spherical wave

function expansion approach [25], infinite element approach [26,27] and various hybrid

methods [e.g. 28,29]. More extensive reviews of the various techniques developed to

determine foundation impedance matrices are available in [30,31].

The various techniques mentioned above have been applied to the analysis of

a wide variety of foundations either supported on the surface of a half-space or

embedded In a finite-sized excavation in the half-space. However, these techniques

appear to be either inapplicable or computationally impractical for the system of

Figure 1. It is an infinitely-long canyon of arbitrary but uniform cross-section cut

in a homogeneous viscoelastic half-space. In this work this system is analyzed to

determine the impedance matrix at the arch dam-foundation rock interface by the

direct boundary element method in conjunction with full-space Green's functions. The

uniform cross-section of the infinitely-long canyon, which seems to be a reasonable

idealization for practical analysis of arch dams, permits analytical integration along the

canyon axis leading to a series of two-dimensional boundary problems involving Fourier

transforms of the full-space Green's functions. The assumption of a homogeneous half

space seems to be appropriate for arch dam sites where similar rock usually extends

to considerable depth.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

The system considered is an arch dam, idealized as a finite element system,
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supported in an infinitely-long canyon of arbitrary but uniform cross-section cut in

a homogeneous half-space (Figure 1). The substructure method has proven to be

an effective approach to the earthquake analysis of dams including dam-foundation

rock interaction effects. These interaction effects introduce an impedance matrix, or

a dynamic (frequency-dependent) stiffness matrix, for the foundation rock region in

the equations of motion governing the steady-state response of the dam to harmonic

ground motion.

Our objective IS to determine the impedance matrix, [SAw)], where W IS the

frequency of the harmonic excitation, defined at the interface ri between the dam

and foundation rock. This impedance matrix, [Sf(w)], relates the interaction forces

{R(t)} at the interface ri to the corresponding displacements {ret)}, relative to the

earthquake induced ground displacements in the absence of the dam:

[SJ(w)]{r(w)} = {R(w)} (1)

where the overbar denotes Fourier transform of the time-functions. The square matrix

[Sf(w)] is of order equal to the number of degrees-of-freedom (DOF) in the finite

element idealization at the interface. The nth column of this matrix multiplied by

eiwt is the set of complex-valued forces required at the interface DOF to maintain

a unit harmonic displacement, eiwt , in the nth DOF with zero displacements in all

other DOF.

Evaluation of these forces requires solution of a senes of mixed boundary value

problems with displacements prescribed at the interface ri and tractions outside ri

- on the canyon as well as the half-space surface - are prescribed as zero. Instead

of directly solving this mixed boundary value problem, it is more convenient to solve

a stress boundary value problem in which non-zero tractions are specified at the

interface r i and the resulting displacements at r i are determined. Assembled from

these displacements, the dynamic flexibility influence matrix is inverted to determine

the matrix [Sfew )].
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Fig.! Infinitely-long canyon of arbitrary but uniform cross-section; rc is the
cross-section of the canyon at x = 0; r i is the interface between the
dam and foundation rock.
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The frequency-dependent impedance matrix [S/(w)] is function of the material

properties of the foundation rock and the geometry of both the canyon and the

dam-foundation rock interface. For the system considered, the material properties

of the half-space medium are characterized by the complex P and S wave velocities

Cp =cp(l + i77p)1/2 and Cs = cs(1 + i77s)1/2. The terms 77p and 77s represent the constant

hysteretic damping factors for P and S waves respectively; and cp and Cs denote the

P and S wave velocities if the medium were undamped. Similarly, the Rayleigh wave

velocity is given by Cr = cr(l + i77r)1/2 where Cs is the Rayleigh wave velocity without

damping and 77r is the corresponding hysteretic damping factor. Both Cr and 77r are

related to cp, cs , 77p and 778'

FOURIER REPRESENTATION OF TRACTIONS AND DISPLACEMENTS

Because the system geometry is uniform along the length of the canyon, it is

useful to express tractions and displacements through their Fourier integral represen

tations. The tractions are prescribed over the dam-foundation rock interface, which is

discretized into two-dimensional curved boundary elements compatible with the finite

element discretization at the base of the dam. The prescribed traction on the jth

boundary element is {t(x)}jeiwt , where x = (x,y,z) is an arbitrary point within the

element, and the vector {t(x)}j contains the x, y and z components of tractions. The

traction vector is expressed through its Fourier integral representation:

(2)

where Xo = (0, y, z) and {i(io , k)}j is the Fourier transform of {t(i)}j with respect to x

(3)

The Fourier transform parameter k can be interpreted physically as a wavenumber

since {i( i o , k)} je- ikxeiwt represents tractions associated with a wave travelling along

the x-axis. Thus equation (2) suggests that the prescribed tractions can be considered

as a superposition over all wavenumbers of tractions associated with waves travelling
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in opposite directions along the x-axis. In particular, a negative value of k indicates

waves travelling in the negative x-direction and a positive k represents waves moving

in the positive x-direction. The superposition of these waves, which travel at speed

c =w/lkl, results in the prescribed tractions in the form of a standing wave.

The prescribed tractions on the dam-foundation rock interface are next expressed

in terms of traction distributions over individual boundary elements. Along the line

parallel to the x-axis passing through xo , the traction distribution is given by the

superposition of tractions associated with each of the elements intersected by the line:

where

{i(xo , k)} = I)i(xo , k)}j
j

(4)

(5)

The tractions are obviously zero at all locations on the canyon surface and half-space

surface that are outside the dam-foundation rock interface.

The steady-state displacements {u(x) }eiwt resulting from the prescribed tractions

with harmonic time-variation at frequency w can also be expressed as a superposition

of displacements associated with travelling waves. Thus, the vector {u( x)} containing

the three components of displacements at the canyon boundary r c, or the half-space

surface rh, resulting from the prescribed tractions (equation 4) is given by

(6)

where {u(xo , k)} is the Fourier transform of the displacement vector gIven by

{U(xo , k)} = 2
1 joo {u(x)}eikxdx
7r -00

(7)

For any particular wavenumber k, {u(xo , k)}e- ikx represents a wave with displacement

pattern {u(xo , k)} travelling in the x-direction with speed c = w/lkl. As mentioned

before, a positive value of k indicates a wave travelling in the positive x-direction,
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and vice-versa. In addition, the dependence of the displacements and tractions on

the frequency w is implied throughout.

We have now expressed the prescribed' tractions and unknown displacements

In terms of their Fourier integral representation which implies superposition over

all wavenumbers (equations 4 and 6). Considering one wavenumber at a time, the

prescribed boundary tractions are {t(xo,kne-ikxeiwt and the unknown displacements

are {u(xo,kne-ikxeiwt, where w is the excitation frequency and k is the wavenumber.

The problem to be solved for a particular wavenumber involves determining the

displacements {u( i o , kn at the curve f' c, where x = 0, due to the travelling wave

associated with tractions {t(io,kn obtained from equation (5) at x = o. The resulting

displacements for all wavenumbers are superposed to obtain the displacements at

any location i on the boundary (equation 6); in particular, the displacements at the

dam-foundation rock interface, f i , can be determined.

BOUNDARY INTEGRAL FORMULATION

The boundary integral equation for the system considered, consisting of an in

finitely long canyon of uniform cross-section, can be obtained from the reciprocal

theorem and can be expressed as (Part I)

(8)

where {t(in is the prescribed traction at i on the boundary with its normal denoted by
n

n, {u(xn is the resulting unknown displacement vector, and [F*(i, ios)] and [G*(i, ios)]

are 3 x 3 matrices of Green's functions for a full-space. The first, second and third

columns of these matrices correspond to the traction and displacement vectors at i

due to a unit point load applied in the x, y and z directions, respectively, at a source

point ios = (0, ys, zs) on f' c or f'h, the intersection line of the system boundary and

the plane x = o. The integration is over the entire system boundary, consisting of the

surface of the half-space and the boundary of the canyon, modified slightly to avoid

the singularity in the Green's functions at the point of load application (Figure 2).
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Fig.2 Definition of boundaries and source point; rc is the cross-section of
the canyon at x = 0, rh is the x = 0 line on the surface of the half
space, and r. is the small contour of radius T. around the source
point.
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Expressions for [F*(x, xos)] and [G*(x, xos)] are given III Appendix B of Part I. For

each source point, xos, equation (8) provides three scalar equations in the unknown

displacements {u( x)}.

Substituting equations (4) and (6) into equation (8) and interchanging the order

of integration lead to

=0

After analytically evaluating the integral along the x-axis, equation (9) becomes

(9)

where

(lla)

(llb)[F(xo,xos,k)] = i:[F*(fi,xos)]e-ikXdx

Expressions for the transformed Green's functions, [G] and [F], are given in Appendix

C of Part I.

As mentioned earlier, the displacements resulting from prescribed tractions

{f(xo,k)}e-ikxeiwt have the form {u(xo,k)}e-ikxeiwt, i.e., {f(xo,k)} and {u(xo,k)} corre

spond to the same wave travelling at speed c = w/k, where k is the wavenumber.

Thus, equation (10) implies that the following equation must be satisfied for each k

The final step is to make the radius rs of the small arc f's around the source

point xos approach zero. Following the steps in [32], the final form of the boundary

integral equation (12) can be expressed as
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(13)

where

[C(xos)] = lim f [F(xo, Xos, k)]Tdr (14)
r.-O Jr.

The general expression for the 3 x 3 matrix [C(xos)] is given in Appendix C of Part

I. It is independent of the wavenumber k and depends only on the geometry of the

boundary at the source point X08" If the boundary is smooth, i.e., it has a unique

tangent, Cij(ios) = 6ij /2.

Equation (13) is the exact formulation for the problem, requiring solution of the

displacements {u(xo, k)} along f\ and f\, i.e. x = 0, due to tractions {f(io, k)}e- ikx

associated with a single wave travelling at speed c = w/k. In this equation, {f(xo,k)}

is known from equation (5), the transformed Green's function matrices [G] and [F]

are known from equation (11) and Appendix C of Part I, whereas the unknowns

are the displacements {u(xo,k)} at both the source point xos and the rest of the

boundary f\ u rh. Thus, by taking advantage of the uniform geometry of the system

along the x-direction, the displacements associated with a single travelling wave can

be determined by solving a "two-dimensional" boundary integral problem (equation

13) in which the remaining integration is only along the curve r c U rh •

Solution of an infinite number of such two-dimensional problems, each corre

sponding to a particular wavenumber, would lead to the displacements {u(xo , k)} for

all wavenumbers, which are combined in accordance with equation (6) to determine

the displacements {u( i)} at any location on the boundary, and in particular at the

dam-foundation rock interface. In practice, of course, the infinite integration range

in equation (6) would be replaced by a finite range and the truncated integral would

be numerically evaluated from results at an appropriate set of wavenumbers.

BOUNDARY ELEMENT FORMULATION

Discretization

In its present form, equation (13) cannot be solved analytically for the displace-
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ments {u( X0, k)}, even for the simplest canyon geometry. Therefore, the integration

domain feU f h is discretized into M one-dimensional line elements (Figure 3). Along

the half-space surface f h , the discretization obviously extends to only a finite dis

tance L y , which should be large enough to provide accurate solutions. The number

of nodes in each element depends on the element type; in this study, two node el

ements are used with linear interpolation functions given by N1(O = 0.5(1 - () and

N2(O = 0.5(1 + 0 where ( varies from -1 to 1. Thus the discretized system with M

elements has M n = M +1 nodes.

The variation of the unknown displacements {u(xo , k)} over the jth element on

feu f h can be expressed in terms of nodal displacements

where [N(O] is a 3 x 6 matrix consisting of interpolation functions

(15)

(

NI
[N(O] = ~

N2 0
o N 2

o 0
(16)

and {Uh IS the vector of displacements at the two nodes - j and j + 1 - of the

element

As mentioned before, the dam-foundation rock interface f i IS discretized into

two-dimensional curved elements compatible with the finite element discretization at

the base of the dam. The total number of nodes on r i is denoted by Mi. On each

element, the prescribed tractions can be expressed in terms of nodal tractions; for

the jth element

(17)

where the matrix [h(x))j consists of two-dimensional interpolation functions and {T}j

is the vector of tractions at all the nodal points of the element. If the jth element

has M nodes, [h(x)]j is of size 3 x 3M and {TL is of dimension 3M. As a result, the
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Fig.3 Boundary element discretization.
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Fourier transforms of the prescribed tractions (equation 3) in the jth element on fj

can be represented by

(18)

where [h(xo,k)]j is the Fourier transform of the two-dimensional interpolation functions

with respect to x

(19)

Expressions of [h(xo,k)L for 4, 6 and 8 node elements are given in Appendix A.

Combining the contributions of all boundary elements on f j intersected by the

line x= Xo (equation 5), the Fourier transform of the traction distribution along this

line is given by

{t(xo,k)} = L [h(xo,k)]j{T}j
j

a"'''emble

which, after assembly, can be expressed in matrix form as

(20)

(21)

In equation (21), {Tho contains the tractions at all the nodal points on the elements

intersected by the line x= xo •

Thus, after discretizing l'c ul'h into one-dimensional line elements and f j into two

dimensional elements, the Fourier transforms of the unknown displacements, {u(xo , k)},

have been expressed in terms of nodal displacements (equation 15) and, {t(xo,k)}, the

Fourier transforms of the prescribed tractions, have been represented through nodal

tractions {T} (equation 21).

Boundary Element Equations

The next step is to replace the boundary integrations III equation (13) by the

summation of integrals over all the M elements

M

[C(xos)]{u(xos, k)} +L 1[F(Xo, Xos, k)]] {u(xo,k)}jdf
j=l t j
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M2 .

= L 1[G(Xo,xos,k)];{t(xo,k)}jdr
j=M1 fj

(22)

where rj is the extent of the jth element. The summation on the right side only

covers the elements on the canyon boundary, rc, since the tractions are zero on the

half-space surface, rh. By expressing the displacements and the tractions in terms

of nodal displacements and tractions through equations (15) and (21) and changing

the integration variable to (, the contributions from the jth element in equation (22)

become

~ [G(xo, xos, k)]; {[(xo, k)}jdr = ~Ij11

[G((, Xos, k)]J[Ji((, k)]j{T},d( (23b)if j 2 -1

where Ij is the length of the jth element. Substituting these equalities, equation (22)

can be expressed in matrix form

(24)

Equation (24) represents three equations associated with each source point xos =

(0, Ys, zs) and each wavenumber k, where the 3 x 3 matrix [C(xos)] is given by equation

(14), the 3 x 1 vector {u(xos,k)} represents the unknown displacements at the source

point, {iT} is a 3Mn x 1 column vector of unknown nodal displacements (3 displacement

components at each of the Mn nodes on the boundary rcurh ), {T} is a 3Mi X 1 column

vector of nodal tractions (3 components at each of the M j nodes on r j ), [A(xos, k)]

is a 3 x 3Mn matrix assembled from the integrals of the products of the transformed

traction Green's functions and element interpolation functions

- 1
[A(xos, k)] == 2 (25)

and [B(xos,k)] is a 3 x 3Mi matrix assembled from the integrals of the products of

the transformed displacement Green's functions and Fourier transform of the two-
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dimensional interpolation functions (equation 21) ,

- _ 1 M 2 II _ T -
[B(xos,k)] = - L lj [G((,xos,k)]j [H((,k)]jd(

2 ;=Ml -I
G,uemole

(26)

Both [A(xos, k)] and [.8(xos, k)] are obtained by appropriately assembling the contri

bution of the various elements, a process similar to the stiffness matrix assembly in

the direct stiffness method. The construction of both of these matrices for a small

system is illustrated in Figure 4.

Equation (24) is a discrete form of equation (13) obtained by introducing two

approximations: (1) interpolation of the unknown displacements over each element on

l"curh in terms of nodal displacements (in this particular formulation, the interpolation

functions were chosen to be linear); and (2) truncation of the integration on rh to a

finite distance.

Formation of Systenl Matrices

Associated with the source point xos = (0, Ys, zs), equation (24) represents 3 linear

algebraic equations in 3Mn unknown displacements. Clearly, a total of 3Mn equations

are needed to determine the unknown displacements. These equations can be obtained

by successively choosing the source point at each of the nodes of the discretized

boundary r c Urh. When the source point coincides with the ith node, equation (24)

becomes

(27)

By varying i = 1,2, ... , Mn and assembling the resulting equations, a system of 3Mn

linear equations can be obtained

[A(k)]{U} = [B(k)]{T}

where [A(k)] is a square matrix of order 3Mn , given by

(

[C(X
I
)] ) ([A(XI'k)])

[A(k)] = + .

[C(XMJ] [A(x~n,k)]
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FigA Assembly of Matrices.
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and [B(k)] is a 3Mn x 3Mi matrix given by

(

[B(.:l' k)J )

[B(k)] = _

[B(XMn ' k)J

(30)

The coefficient matrix [A(k)J is fully populated and unsymmetric, which is of typical

of direct boundary element method equations.

Evaluation of Displacements

Solution of the equation (28) leads to the displacements {tI} at the M n nodes on

the boundary f' c u f' h in terms of the nodal tractions {T} for a particular wavenumber

k

{tI} = [A(k)t1[B(k)]{T} (31)

Once the nodal displacements are determined, the displacement variation {u(x0' k)}

over each finite element on f' c can be obtained from equation (15).

IMPEDANCE MATRIX

After the displacements {u(xo , k)} at the y-z plane (x = 0) of the canyon boundary,

f' c, and the half-space surface, f'h, are obtained for various values of the wavenumber,

k, the displacements at any other location on these boundaries can be obtained from

equation (6). In particular, the displacements at the dam-foundation rock interface,

ri, can be determined. The indefinite integral of equation (6) is truncated at a finite

range (-K, K) and it is evaluated from the displacements obtained for a discrete set

of wavenumbers k q using an appropriate integration scheme:

{u(X)} = L Wq{u(xo , kq)}e-ikqx
q

(32)

where Wq are weighting coefficients associated with the numerical integration scheme,

and kq is the qth sampling point in the wavenumber domain k. Guidelines for selecting

sampling points in the wavenumber domain will be presented later.
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Thus, the vector of displacements at the jth node on fi, defined by the coordinates

Xj = (x j, Yj, Zj), due to the prescribed tractions is given by

{-} "W{-(- k)}-ikqxjr j = L.J q U Xoj, q e
q

(33)

where i oj = (0, Yj, Zj), and {u(xoj,kq)} is obtained from the solution of equation (31)

for the nodal displacements and the displacement interpolation relation (15). If Xoj

falls in the mth element (Figure 3) in the plane x = 0 with (j as the corresponding

natural coordinate, {u(xoj,kq )} is given by (see equation 15)

(34)

where N 1((j) and N 2((j) are the linear interpolation functions given in the previous

section, and {U}m and {U}m+l are the 3 x 1 vectors of displacements at the mth and

(m+l)th nodes on fcufh associated with the qth sampling point k q • Since the nodal

displacements are linear combinations of the nodal tractions (equation 31), {u(xoj,kq )}

in equation (34) can also be expressed as linear combinations of {T}, leading to

(35)

where [E(xoj,kq)] is a 3x3Mi matrix relating the Fourier transform of the displacements

along the line x= Xoj to the nodal tractions. Thus from equations (33) and (35), the

vector of displacements at the jth node on f i becomes

where

[jj] = L Wq[E(xoj, kq)]e-ikqxj
q

Combining equations (36) for each of the Mi nodes on fi leads to

{f} = [f]{T}
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where {r} is a 3Mi x 1 vector of nodal displacements ( 3 components at each of the

Mi nodes) and [f] is a square matrix of order 3Mi given by

(

[id )
[I] = _:

[lMi]

(39)

The matrix [f] in the above equation is the frequency-dependent flexibility influence

matrix which relates the displacements at the DOF on the dam-foundation rock

interface fi to the corresponding nodal tractions {T}.

As mentioned earlier, the impedance matrix [Sj(w)] for the foundation rock relates

nodal forces to nodal displacements at the discretized dam-foundation rock interface.

This matrix is obtained from equation (38) by transforming distributed tractions to

nodal forces:

{R} = [~]{T} (40)

where {R} is a 3Mi x 1 vector of nodal forces ( 3 components at each of the Mi nodes

on f i ), and [~] is a square matrix of order 3Mi assembled from the products of the

two-dimensional interpolation functions

[~] =Ii [h(x)f[h(x)]df

Combining equations (38) and (40) gives

{R(w)} = I~][I(w)]-l{r(w)}

(41)

(42)

wherein it is recognized that the nodal forces {R(w)}, the nodal displacements {few)}

and the flexibility influence matrix [few)] are frequency-dependent. Thus, comparing

equations (1) and (42) leads to the 3Mi x 3M; impedance matrix

[Sew)] = [~][f(w)]-l (43)

The impedance matrix determined from equation (43) will not be exactly sym

metric due to the approximations inherent in the boundary element procedures; it is
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nearly symmetric, however. By minimizing the 'differences in the unsymmetric off

diagonal terms in a least square sense [16], a symmetric impedance matrix is given

by

(44)

For a rigid foundation on the surface of the canyon, the nodal displacements at

the foundation-rock interface can be expressed as

{r(w)} = [a]{ro(w)} (45)

where {ro(w)} is the 6 x 1 vector containing the six rigid-body DOFs of the foundation

and [a] is a 3Mi x 6 matrix relating the nodal displacements on r i with {ro(w)}. Thus

the 6 x 6 impedance matrix for the rigid foundation is given by

[Sr(w)] = [a]T[Sj(w)][a]

SUMMARY OF PROCEDURE

(46)

The boundary element procedure developed in the preceding sections to determine

the impedance matrix, or dynamic stiffness matrix, corresponding to an excitation

frequency w, for the foundation rock region, defined at the DOF of the dam-foundation

rock interface, may be summarized as follows:

1. Discretize ri, the dam-foundation rock interface, into two-dimensional surface ele

ments, select interpolation functions [hex)], and determine their Fourier transforms

(equation 19). The expressions of these Fourier transforms for 4, 6 and 8 node

surface elements are available in Appendix A.

2. Discretize fe, the canyon boundary at x = 0, and f h, the half-space surface at x = 0,

into M line elements covering a range Lyon fh (Figure 3). If linear interpolation

functions are selected for each element, the discretized system contains M n = M +1

nodes.

3. Choose an appropriate integration scheme and its associated weighting coefficients

Wq and a discrete set of wavenumber sampling points kq (equation 32). Guidelines
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for selection of kq and the truncated integration range (-K,K) are presented in

a later section. For each k = kq , repeat steps 4 to 7 to express the nodal

displacements {U} on f'cuf\ in terms of nodal tractions {T} on ri (equation 31).

4. Establish equation (27) which includes three linear algebraic equations associated

with Xi, the ith node on f' c U f'h' in 3Mn unknowns (3 displacement components

at each of the M n nodes) by the following steps:

(a) Compute the elements of the 3 x 3 matrix [C(Xi)] which depend on the geometry

of the boundary at the ith node; see Appendix C of Part 1. These elements

are given by Cjk(Xi) = bjk/2 if the boundary is smooth, i.e., it has a unique

tangent at Xi.

(b) Compute the 3 x 3Mn matrix [A(Xi, kq )] from equation (25) by assembling the

contributions of all the M elements, as described in Figure 4. Element contri

butions are determined from the integrals of the transformed traction Green's
n

functions, [F], (equation 11b) and element interpolation functions. Analytical
n

expressions for [F] are available in Appendix C of Part 1.

(c) Compute the 3 x 3Mi matrix [B(Xi, kq )} from equation (26) by assembling the

contributions from all the elements on f'c, as described in Figure 4. The

line element contributions are determined from equation (26) wherein the

transformed displacement Green's functions, [GJ, are computed from equation

(l1a) and the assembled Fourier transforms of the two-dimensional interpolation

functions, [ill, from equation (21). Analytical expression for [G] is available

in Appendix C of Part I and the Fourier transforms of the t\Yo...dimensional

interpolation functions are given in Appendix A.

5. Repeat the computations summarized in step 4 for each of the nodes, i = 1,2, ... , Mn

to determine [C(Xi)], [A(Xi' kq )] and [B(Xi' kq )] for all the nodes.

6. Evaluate the square matrix [A(kq )] of order 3Mn and the rectangular matrix

[B(kq )] of size 3Mn x 3Mi for the boundary element system from the corresponding
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individual nodal matrices (step 5) using equations (29) and (30).

7. Solve the system of 3Mn linear algebraic equations (28) to express the nodal

displacements {U} on f'c u f'h in terms of the nodal tractions {T} (equation 31).

8. For each sampling point k = kq , compute the 3 x 3Mi matrix [E(xoj, kq )] (equation

35) by interpolating the nodal displacements {U} determined in step 7.

9. Compute the 3 x 3Mi matrix flj(w)] from equation (37) wherein [E(xoj, kq )] for any

k q is known from step 8 and the wavenumber sampling points k q were selected

in step 3.

10. Repeat the computations summarized in step 9 for each of the nodes, j = 1,2, ..., Mi'

on fi and combine the resulting [jj(w)] according to equation (39) to obtain the

3Mi x 3Mi flexibility influence matrix [j(w)].

11. Compute the 3Mi x 3Mi transformation matrix [~] from equation (41) wherein

[h(x)] was determined in step 1.

12. Compute the square matrix [Sew)] of order 3Mi from equation (43) wherein [jew)]

and [~] are known from steps 10 and 11. The symmetric impedance matrix [Bj(w)]

is determined from equation (44).

13. Repeat the computations of steps 3 through 12 for each harmonic excitation

frequency w of interest to obtain the corresponding impedance matrix. The ex

citation frequencies should be selected to cover the frequency range over which

the ground motion and dam response are significant.

NUMERICAL ASPECTS

Selection of Sampling Points in Wavenumber Domain

As mentioned in steps 3, 9 and 10 of the procedure summary, the computation to

determine the nodal displacements {U} is repeated for a discrete set of wavenumbers

kq distributed over a truncated range (-J(, J(). However, analyses are necessary only

for positive wavenumbers because they indirectly also provide the displacements as-
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sociated with corresponding negative wavenumbers·(Appendix B). Having determined

the displacements {il} associated with various kq and {u(xo , kq )} from equation (34),

the displacements at the dam-foundation rock interface fi are determined by numeri

cally evaluating the integral of equation (6). Since solution of the "two-dimensional"

problem to determine {u(xo,k q)} requires much more computational effort compared

to evaluation of the integral of equation (6), the integration scheme chosen should

require as few sampling points in k q as sufficient for required accuracy.

In order to properly select the discrete set of wavenumbers over the range (0, K),

the variation of {u(xo , k)} with k is examined next. This variation is plotted for the

system shown in Figure 5. It is an infinitely-long canyon with a semi-circular cross

section of radius L and a dam-foundation rock interface of width b = 0.2L subjected

to uniform horizontal traction on the interface. The displacement-wavenumber plot

for point A is presented in Figure 5. For each wavenumber k, the displacement at

A is determined by implementing steps 4 to 7 of the procedure summary wherein

{T}T = (0,1,0, ... ,0,1,0) in equation (31). It is apparent that the displacements peak

sharply at the Rayleigh wavenumber: kr =l.07 for ao = 1 and kr = 4.29 for ao = 4

where a o = wLlcs is the normalized frequency. Thus finely-spaced wavenumber values

would be necessary in the vicinity of kr, whereas coarse spacing would suffice away

from k r •

Thus the wavenumber domain (0, K) is divided into several subdomains, each

with different step size, with the subdomain as well as step sizes depending on the

excitation frequency, and the size and discretization of the system. Typically the

four subdomains chosen were: (0, kr - L1k), (k r - L1k, kr + L1k), (k r + L1k, kr + L1k1 ) and

(k r +L1k1 ,IO where °< L1k < kr and L1k1 ~ 3L1k. The integration is truncated at kq = K

when the maximum amplitude of the displacements {D} is smaller than a specified

tolerance. The four-point Gauss integration scheme utilized is convenient to implement

and flexible to use. However, it has the disadvantage that, when accuracy needs to

be improved, the previous results cannot be reused and the entire computation has
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to be repeated for a new set of wavenumbers.

Alternately, more complicated adaptive integration schemes may be employed to

permit automatic control of errors and reuse of results from previous calculation. Since

the actual integrand for the present problem is not one function but a matrix function

with many entries (equation 37), direct implementation of an adaptive procedure may

be inconvenient because large computer storage or input-output operation is needed

to save the previously computed results. Therefore, the discrete set of wavenumber

sampling points, kq , are determined from a simple test function, which has the main

features of the integrand.

From equation (31) and Appendix B, the nodal displacements on the boundary

I'cuI'h can be expressed as

(47)

where [Bc(k)] consists of the transformed displacement Green's functions, [G], and

[BH(k)] consists of the Fourier transforms of the two-dimensional interpolation func

tions (equations 19 and 21), [H(xo,k)]. The simple test function may be obtained

by analyzing the main feature of each of the three matrices, i.e. [A(k)]-l, [Bc(k)]

and [BH(k)], in equation (47). First, the entries in [A(k)]-l have peaks of different

amplitudes near the Rayleigh wavenumber. Thus, the wavenumber dependence of

[A(k)]-l may be characterized by l/g(k) where g(k) is the Rayleigh function given by

[33]

(48)

Secondly, as k becomes greater than kr and further increases, the nodal displacements

{U} decrease which, as will be seen in the next subsection, is primarily controlled

by the asymptotic behavior of the modified Bessel functions Ko(asd) and K1(asd) in

[Bc(k)]. The slowest decay among all elements in [Bc(k)] with respect to k may be

controlled by KI(asdmin) where dmin is the shortest of all distances between a source

point, xos, and all the integration points on I'c U I'h used to evaluate equation (26).
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Finally, the high frequency content in the variation of the nodal displacements {tT}

with respect to k is mostly due to the exponential terms in the matrix [BH(k)]. This

variation should be no faster than eiklxlmu where Ixl max is the maximum absolute value

of the x-coordinate for the nodes on the dam-foundation rock interface (Appendix A).

Combining the main features of the three matrices in equation (47), a test function

may be chosen as

4>(k) = J(1(;(:)in) eiklxlmu (49)

It should be pointed out that the 4>(k) of equation (49) does not represent any term

in the matrix [A(k)t 1 [Ba(k)][BH(k)] but is intended to represent the main variation

features of the matrix with respect to k. In particular, for a system with larger dmin

and Ixl max , equation (49) implies that finer sampling points over the wavenumber

range (0, J() should be selected, but the integration also can be truncated at a shorter

J(.

Based on this test function, any adaptive integration scheme, such as that based on

Chebychev approximation [34] or quartic polynomial interpolation [8], may be used

to determine the wavenumber sampling points, kq • In this investigation, a simple

adaptive integration scheme based on Simpson's rule was applied to the test function

to determine k q • In this scheme, the integration of the test function over a typical

interval, (k1 , k2 ), is first computed by

(50)

Then the integration is computed again by inserting two more sampling points midway

between the first three sampling points through

12 = (k2
;;k1

) [4>(k1 ) +44>(3k1
: k2

) + 24>( k1
; k2

) + 44>( k1
: 3k2

) +4>(k2 )] (51)

If the relative error between II and 12 is below a specified tolerance, the five sampling

points for the interval (kI, k2 ) are saved for later use. Otherwise, the process is

repeated for the two intervals (kI, (k1 + k2 )/2) and ((k1 + k2 )/2, k2) by adding more
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sampling points. After the sampling points, k q , for the test function are determined,

the computation of the nodal displacements {U} is repeated for these kq and the

displacements at r i are determined by numerically evaluating the integral of equation

(6). The integration is truncated at kq = J( when both 1q'>(kq)1 and the maximum

amplitudes of the displacements {U} over the canyon surface are smaller than a

prescribed tolerance. Numerical results show that this adaptive scheme associated

with the test function of equation (49) works very well for a variety of systems and

frequencies.

Truncation and Discretization Errors

As mentioned earlier, the infinite boundary integral on the half-space surface in

equation (13) is replaced by an integral over a finite range, L y (equation 22). Thus,

the accuracy in the computation of matrix [A(Xi,kq )] summarized in step 4(b) of the

procedure summary is directly related to L y • It is found that the L y necessary to

achieve a desired accuracy mainly depends on the wavenumber k and the excita

tion frequency w, and is related to the decay of the displacements {u(xo,k)} along

f\. Therefore, the variations of displacements on the half-space surface for various

wavenumber k q is examined. For this purpose, a rigid foundation of width b = 0.2L

on a semi-circular canyon of radius L (Figure 6a) is considered. The foundation in

terface is discretized evenly into 12 four node elements along circumference. Since,

as mentioned in step 7 of the procedure summary, the displacements are expressed

III terms of the nodal tractions {T}, it is only necessary to show the variation of

displacements associated with some of the nodal tractions. The amplitudes of the

Fourier transforms of displacements along the canyon and the half-space boundaries,

f'c U f h , due to horizontal tractions associated with the first node on ri (Figure 6b)

are plotted for several wavenumbers in Figures 7 and 8. These displacem~nts are

obtained from the second column of the matrix [A(kq)]-l[B(kq)] (equation 31), i.e. by

specifying {T} = {O, 1,0, ... , O}T in the equation. The normalized frequencies for the

harmonic tractions are ao = wL/cs = 1 and 2 with corresponding Rayleigh wavenumbers
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Fig.6a Dam-foundation interface on a semi-circular canyon.

y

Fig.6b Horizontal tractions associated with node 1.
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Fig.7 Variation of the amplitudes of Fourier transforms of displacements
with distance; a o = 1.0, v = 1/3. Displacements are due to hori
zontal tractions associated with the first node for various values of
wavenumber, k.
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Fig.8 Variation of the amplitudes of Fourier transforms of displacements
with distance; a o = 2.0, v = 1/3. Displacements are due to hori
zontal tractions associated with the first node for various values of
wavenumber, k.
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kr =1.07 and kr =2.15.

The displacements decay slowly with distance for wavenumber k q close to the

Rayleigh wavenumber k r , not as slowly for k q < k r +0.5, and very fast for k q > k r +0.5

(Figures 7 and 8). An explanation for the dependence of the decay rate of {u(x,kq )}

with distance on k q can be obtained by examining the asymptotic expressions for the

transformed Green's functions where the decaying trend is dominated by the modified

Bessel functions /(o(asd) and /(1(asd) with as = Jk~ - k; and d being the distance

between source and receiver points (Appendix C of Part I). It should be noted that kr

is larger than, but very close to k s • Thus, when kq > kr +0 where 0 is a small positive

number depending on the size of the system, as is a complex number with positive

real part which increases with kq • For large arguments, the asymptotic expressions

for /(o(asd) and /(1(a sd) are given by

(52a)

(52b)

respectively. As a result, /(0 and /(1 decay exponentially with respect to d which

leads to rapid decay of {u(xo , k q )} along r h • When k q ~ kr + 0, the real part of as

is still positive, but it is very small ( for zero damping, e.g., Re(as) = 0 for ks < ks)

which makes the decay much slower.

Comparing Figures 7 and 8, it can be observed that the displacements decay

more rapidly along the half-space surface for high frequency excitation. Therefore,

for computational efficiency, the discretization range L y should vary with wavenumber

kq and frequency w.

For the rigid banded foundation shown in Figure 6, the impedance matrix with

respect to the mid-bottom point 0' of the foundation can be obtained from equation
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(46) and expressed as

(53)

o LSxm 0
LSyr 0 0
000

L2Srr 0 0
o L 2 S mm 0
o 0 L 2 S tt

Sxx, Syy and Szz are the translational

Sxx 0 0
o Syy 0
o 0 Szz

o LSyr 0
LSxm 0 0

o 0 0

where J.L is the shear modulus for the half-space,

impedance coefficients, Srr and Smm are the rocking impedance coefficients, Stt is

the torsional impedance coefficient, and Syr and Sxm are the coupling terms. All the

coefficients are in a non-dimensional form. The variation of impedance coefficients with

Ly is shown in Figures 9 to 12 where the smooth curves are obtained by connecting

the results at L y / >'8= 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5 and 4.0 through a cubic

spline approximation and the impedance coefficients are normalized by their "exact"

values which are obtained by using L y = 5>'8' In this example, different L y are selected

for k q 5 kr + 0.5 and k q > kr +0.5, and the L y appearing in the figures refers to the

discretization range used for k q :$ k r + 0.5. The relative errors decrease faster with

respect to L y for higher frequency and, for most coefficients, they become less than

two percent if Ly > 2>'8' For a o = 2, the relative errors for the imaginary parts of

the vertical impedance function Szz and the coupling term Syr are relatively large,

but they are within ±4%. Thus, for k q 5 k r + 6, L y should be at least 2>'8' Since

the shear wavelength for low frequency is larger than that for high frequency, larger

discretization range is required for low frequency in general. However, because k r

decreases with frequency and coarse discretization is adequate for low frequency, the

total computational cost due to large Ly for low frequency case does not necessarily

Increase.

For k q > k r +6, a shorter discretization range L y is adequate because of the rapid

exponential decay of the transformed Green's functions. In this investigation, L y for

kq > kr +6 is chosen according to

(54)
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Fig.9 Real parts of the impedance coefficients determined with various values
of L y , defining the discretization range on the half-space surface. The
impedance coefficients are normalized by their "exact" values. Results
are presented for ao=2 and 4.
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which decreases with increasing k q • To ensure the accuracy of the results on fe,

however, L y should not decrease without limit. Since the errors in the computed

displacements near the end of the discretization on l'h are relatively large, it is

recommended that L y should be greater than the smaller one of As and the half

width of the canyon.

The size of elements on the half-space boundary f' h may vary depending on their

distances from the canyon. In this study, element sizes on l'h are chosen according to

an arithmetic series (I, 1+ ~I, 1+ 2~1, ... ) where the elements adjacent to the canyon

have the same size as their neighbors on f' c and the elements farthest away have

the size As /4. Furthermore, in order to avoid ill-conditioning or singularity in the

flexibility influence matrix [f] (equation 39), there are some restrictions on location of

nodes on the canyon boundary f' c relative to the locations of nodes on r i. Detailed

description and theoretical background for this restriction are given in Appendix C.

In summary, the following guidelines for selection of kq , J(, L y and the element

sizes are recommended:

1. The sampling points, k q , in the wavenumber domain should be chosen unevenly

with finely-spaced sampling points near the Rayleigh wavenumber and coarsely-spaced

sampling points elsewhere. Either piecewise Gauss integration scheme or an adaptive

integration procedure can be used to determine k q • The adaptive procedure may be

combined with a test function which characterizes the main features of the Fourier

transforms of the displacements and the integral in equation (6) may be truncated

when the magnitudes of the test function and the nodal displacements {iT} on canyon

boundary are smaller than a prescribed tolerance.

2. The choice of the integration range, L y , on the half-space surface should depend

on k q • For k q ~ k r + 6, where 6 is a small positive number depending on the' size of

the system, L y > 2As where As is the shear wavelength. For kq > kr +6, L y may be

chosen according to equation (54) with the restriction that L y is greater than the
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smaller of two values: As and the half width of' the canyon.

3. The element size on both the dam-foundation rock interface, r i, and the

boundary f e should be kept smaller than As /5.

VERIFICATION AND COMPUTATIONAL COSTS

A computer program was developed to implement the step by step procedure

summarized earlier to determine the impedance matrix of the foundation rock region

shown in Figure 1 with reference to the degrees of freedom on the dam-foundation

rock interface rio Results for two systems are presented to demonstrate verification

of the present procedure.

The first system analyzed is a rigid square footing on the surface of a half-space for

which the impedances or compliances are available [10,18]. Figure 13 shows some of

the compliance functions determined by various methods for different non-dimensional

frequency ao = wb/cs where b is the half-width of the footing. The hysteretic damping

factors used in the present analysis are TIp = TIs = 0.001. In applying the present method,

the interface between the footing and the half-space is discretized into thirty six 8

node, square elements, the line segment (-b,b), which is equivalent to fe, is discretized

into 12 elements, and the boundary fh on the half-space surface is discretized up

to L y = 2As for kq ~ k r +0.5 where As is the corresponding shear wavelength. The

agreement between various results shown in Figure 13 is satisfactory. The differences

may be, in part, due to the finite discretization range, L y , on the half-space surface,

which leads to a stiffer system in the present method, and the slight difference in

damping used in the various analyses.

The second system analyzed is an infinitely-long canyon of semi-circular cross

section of radius L with a dam-foundation rock interface of width b = 0.2L (Figure

14). The impedance functions are determined for the interface ri assumed to be rigid

with six degrees of freedom. In implementing the present procedure, the interface is

discretized evenly into 12 elements along the circumferential direction and 2 elements
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Fig.13 Comparison of compliances obtained by present method with previous
results for vertical (Cvv), horizontal (CH H) and rocking (CM M )
compliances of square footing supported on the surface of a viscoelastic
half-space (v = 1/3).
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(a) Dam-foundation interface
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x

~~~~
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(b) Plan view of a quarter of an illustrative (not actual) three-dimensional
boundary element discretization

Fig.14 Dam-foundation interface on a semi-circular canyon of radius L.
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along the canyon axIS. The boundary l'c is discretized evenly into 12 line elements

and L y = 2As for kq < kr + 0.5. The impedances are presented in Figures 15 and

16 as a function of the normalized frequency ao = wL/cs . These impedance func

tions result from cubic spline functions connecting computed impedance values for

ao = 0.2,0.5, 1.0, 1.5,2.0,2.5,3.0,3.5 and 4.0. Because previous results are apparently not

available for this system, the impedances were also obtained by analyzing the same

system by a three-dimensional boundary element method (equation 8). The interface

r j , a finite length Lx = L of the canyon, and the half-space surface up to L y = L

are discretized by two-dimensional boundary elements (Figure 14). The agreement is

satisfactory between the results obtained by the 3-D boundary element method and

by the procedure presented in this report.

Compared with the general 3-D boundary element approach, the present method

IS more accurate since the boundary integration in the direction of canyon axis IS

evaluated analytically. If highly-accurate results are desired, the present method IS

also more efficient. This is illustrated in Table 1 where the relative errors in the

impedance coefficients for the second problem described above are listed. The system

was analyzed by the 3-D boundary element method with L y = L and various values

of Lx, and by the present method with L y = L. Lacking an exact solution for this

problem, the comparison is performed against the solutions by the present method with

the discretization range L y = 2As • Clearly, the performance of the present method is

superior to that of the 3-D boundary element methods in accuracy and computational

time if results with errors less than 5% are desired.

The present method is especially efficient when the number of DOF along the

canyon axis is relatively large (Appendix B). Since the computer program implementing

the 3-D boundary method was not written with blockwise storage and, hence, is limited

by the computer storage capacity, relatively short discretization ranges L y and Lx

were used (Table 1). In general, however, such short discretization range are not

expected to lead to accurate results because the results are likely to oscillate with L y
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Table 1 Percentage Errors in Impedances and Computation Time for Two Methods

3-D Boundary Element Method with L", = Present Method
Impedances

0.0 0.25L 0.5L 0.75L 1.0L with L", = L

Re(S",,,,) 7.0 4.2 4.1 4.1 3.7 0.6

Im(S",,,,) 18.4 10.5 7.3 4.7 2.1 -1.3

Re(Syy) -7.9 3.6 4.0 2.6 1.3 0.2

Im(Syy) 15.3 8.7 1.6 -1.0 -1.5 2.6

Re(Szz) 1.8 3.2 2.2 1.9 1.9 2.0

Im(Szz) 10.4 6.3 5.0 5.3 5.4 -3.8

Re(Srr) -5.5 -1.1 1.1 2.6 2.9 0.8

ao = 2 Im(Srr) 7.8 8.2 6.9 4.5 1.1 3.0

Re(Smm) 13.9 7.8 4.2 2.7 2.1 0.5

Im(Smm) -3.1 -8.4 -6.3 -3.7 -2.2 -1.0

Re(Stt) -3.5 -6.6 -4.9 -1.8 0.8 0.0

Im(Stt) -9.8 -1.7 5.7 9.7 8.3 1.2

Re(Syr) -1.2 1.3 2.6 2.3 1.3 0.8

Im(Syr) 13.6 7.6 2.3 -1.1 -3.4 2.7

Re(S",m) 14.7 9.8 6.9 5.5 4.4 0.8

Im(S",m) 13.2 3.2 1.1 -0.02 -1.6 -1.7

Re(S",,,,) 0.02 -2.9 2.1 3.2 0.3 0.5

1m(S",,,,) -4.1 3.8 5.9 2.3 0.8 -0.1

Re(Syy) 4.8 4.2 2.8 3.8 4.3 0.2

Im(Syy) 4.4 -1.3 0.3 1.5 -0.4 1.3

Re(Szz) -1.3 -1.3 1.8 2.4 -0.8 1.0

Im(Szz) -1.3 2.3 2.9 0.6 0.04 0.1

Re(Srr) 9.9 3.2 0.5 1.5 5.1 -1.9

ao = 4 Im(Srr) 2.3 -3.6 -1.2 1.7 -0.8 1.7

Re(Smm) -9.4 -4.8 1.5 1.6 0.0 -0.1

Im(Smm) -0.6 7.6 7.6 4.1 4.5 -0.03

Re(Stt) 18.7 5.8 3.6 3.8 2.6 -0.3

Im(Stt) 3.6 -1.7 0.2 0.7 -2.0 0.6

Re(Syr) 14.5 2.0 0.9 2.3 3.8 -1.7

Im(Syr) 0.1 -0.8 1.6 3.8 0.7 2.8

Re(S",m) -8.0 -6.5 0.2 1.9 -0.3 0.5

Im(S",m) -7.2 4.2 7.0 4.0 3.5 -0.1

Compt.Time* (sec.) 3.1 7.9 15.6 26.8 41.4 24.0

* on Cray X-MP/14
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and Lx (Table 1) until both discretization ranges extend two times the shear wave

length.

The present method has the advantage that it requires much less storage compared

to the 3-D boundary method. Thus the accuracy of the present method can be

improved at extra computational cost by increasing the discretization range and

making the discretization finer. However, the accuracy of the 3-D boundary method

is likely to be limited by the available computer storage.

CONCLUSIONS

A direct boundary element procedure is presented to determine the impedance

matrix, i.e. the frequency-dependent stiffness matrix, associated with the nodal points

at the base of a structure supported on a canyon cut in a homogeneous viscoelastic

half-space. The canyon is infinitely-long and may be of arbitrary but uniform cross

section. The uniform cross-section of the canyon permits analytical integration along

the canyon axis of the three-dimensional boundary integral equation. Thus the original

three-dimensional problem is reduced to an infinite series of two-dimensional boundary

problems, each of which corresponds to a particular wavenumber and involves Fourier

transforms of full-space Green's functions. Appropriate superposition of the solutions

of these two-dimensional boundary problems leads to a dynamic flexibility influence

matrix which is inverted to determine the impedance matrix.

A step-by-step summary of the procedure is presented and numerical aspects of

the method have been investigated. In particular, guidelines are presented for selection

of the sampling points in the wavenumber domain, the finite discretization range on

the half-space surface necessary to approximate the infinite range, and the element

size on the dam-foundation rock interface.

The accuracy of the procedure and implementing computer program has been

verified by comparison with previous results for a surface-supported, square foundation

and solutions for a foundation of finite-width on a infinitely-long canyon by a three-
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dimensional boundary element method (BEM). Compared with the three-dimensional

BEM, the present method requires less computer storage and is more accurate and

efficient. Computation of the foundation impedance matrix by this method would

enable earthquake analysis of arch dams including dam-foundation rock interaction

effects:
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[A]

b

[B)

[13]

c

[C(X)]

[I]

[1]

NOTATION.

non-dimensional frequency defined by ao = wL/c.

= Jp -k;
=Jk2

- k;
square coefficient matrix for the boundary element system (equation
29)

3 x 3Mn matrix assembled from the integrals of the products of
[Ff and [N] associated with a single source point (equation 25)
width of a foundation or half-width of a footing

matrix assembled from [B] (equation 30)

3 x 3Mi matrix assembled from the integrals of the products of [G]T
and [R] associated with a single source point (equation 26)
matrices for the decomposed expression of matrix [B]

=w/k
P wave velocity including damping

P wave velocity without damping

Rayleigh wave velocity including damping

Rayleigh wave velocity without damping

shear wave velocity including damping

shear wave velocity without damping

3 x 3 matrix related to the geometric shape of the boundary at x
(equation 14)

= J(y - y.)2 + (z - z.)2, distance between source and receiver points
projected on plane x = 0

3 x 3 diagonal matrix defined by [b] = diag(l, -1, -1)

diagonal matrices consisting of [b) (Appendix B)

3 x 3Mi ma.trix relating the Fourier transform of the displacements
to the nodal tractions at r i (equation 35)
flexibility influence matrix

3 x 3Mi matrix through which nodal displacements on r i are ex
pressed in terms of {T}
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[F]

[F-]

g(k)

[G]

[G-]

rhO]

rhO]

k

K

I

L

M

M

transformed Green's traction functions (equation llb)

full-space Green's traction functions

= (2Jc2 - k;)2 - 4k2(k2 - k;)l/2(Jc2 - k;)l/2, Rayleigh function

transformed Green's displacement functions (equation lla)

full-space Green's displacement functions

matrix of interpolation functions for two-dimensional elements on

r.
Fourier transform of the two-dimensional interpolation functions

rhO]
matrices enlarged from matrices {~} and ['11]-1 (Appendix A)

matrix assembled from [hOl

=A
integration of the test function t/>(k) over an interval

wavenumber in x-direction

qth sampling point in the k wavenumber domain

Rayleigh wavenumber

shear wavenumber

values in the wavenumber domain

integration limit in the k wavenumber domain at which the infinite
integral of equation (6) is truncated
modified Bessel functions of second kind of order zero and order
one

length of an element on f'c U f'h

half width of a two dimensional canyon

discretization range along the direction of canyon axIS for three
dimensional boundary element approach
discretizat on range on the half-space surface

number of one-dimensional elements on the boundaries f c U f'h

number of nodes on an element

number of Gauss integration points on l'c

number of nodes on the dam-foundation rock interface r i
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{P} l P", , Py , P",

{r}

{il}

[8]

number of nodes on the boundaries f c U f h

element number for the first and the last one-dimensional elements
on boundaryfc

outgoing normal to the boundary and its components

shape function matrix for the one-dimensional element on f c ufh ;

jth shape function
vector and components of concentrated forces associated with the
second elastodynamic state
vector of nodal displacements at the dam-foundation rock interface

6 x 1 vector containing the six degrees of freedom for a rigid foun
dation
radius of the circular contour around a source point in plane x = 0

vector of nodal forces at the dam-foundation rock interface r i

unsymmetric impedance matrix resulted from boundary element
approximations
impedance matrix

impedance matrix for a rigid foundation

Stt, Smm, S",m, Syr non-dimensional impedance coefficients for rigid foundation

t

{t};t""ty,tz

{l};f"" fy, t",

{T}

{T",}, {Ty }, {T",}

{u}

{iL}

x,y,z

time

traction vector and its components

vector of Fourier transform of the surface tractions and its com
ponents
vector of nodal tractions

vector containing the x-, y-, and z-components of nodal tractions

displacement vector

Fourier transform of the displacement vector {u}

vector containing nodal displacements at plane x = 0 and its com
ponents at the jth node
weighting coefficients associated with the integration scheme used
in k wavenumber domain
spatial coordinates
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x',y',z'

x" y" z,

[aJ

'1r

.A,

1I

{¢}

spatial coordinates in x'y'z'-coordinate system

coordinates of a point inside an element on r i

spatial coordinates of source point

= (x, y, z), an arbitrary point

a point in x'y'z'-coordinate system

= (0, y, z), an arbitrary point at plane x = 0

= (0, y" z,), source point at plane x = 0

3M. x 6 matrix relating nodal displacements on r i with the SIX

rigid-body degrees of freedom of a rigid foundation
canyon surface

cross-section of the canyon at plane x = 0

half-space surface

cross-section of the half-space surface at plane x = 0

dam-foundation rock interface

extent of the jth element

small contour of radius r, around the source point at plane x = 0

positive number

Kronecker delta function

natural coordinate

constant hysteretic damping factor for P wave

constant hysteretic damping factor for Rayleigh wave

constant hysteretic damping factor for shear wave

shear wavelength

shear modulus for the half-space medium

Poisson's ratio for the half-space IT_edium

test function defined in equation (49)

matrix that transforms distributing tractions into concentrated
nodal forces (equation 41)

row matrix defined in equation (A.3)
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{,,&}j "&i
[\l1]

w

Fourier transform of {1/J} and its jth component

square matrix defined in equation (A.4)

frequency in rad/sec.
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APPENDIX A: FOURIER TRANSFORMS OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL

SHAPE FUNCTIONS

First, consider a two-dimensional curved 8 node element at the dam-foundation

rock interface fi (Figure A.l) where any point, X, on the element can be uniquely

represented by two local coordinates x' = (x', yl) (or (x', Zl) if the element is on a

vertical plane). The local and the global coordinate systems are related through

x = Xc +x'

y = Yc + y'

where (xc, Yc) are the global coordinates of a point inside the element.

(A.la)

(A.lb)

As described in the main text, the prescribed traction, {t(x)}, contains the x, y

and z components. For the purpose of illustration, consider the X component, tx(x),

first. At any point x' on the element, the traction tx(x' ) can be expressed in terms

of tractions at all the nodal points, x~, i=I,... ,8:

(A.2)

(A.3)

(AA)

where

(
{¢(~d})

[\II] = .

{¢(xs)}

and {Tx} = {Txt, ... , Txs}T is a vector containing the x-components of the nodal tractions

t --I '-1 8a Xi' Z- , ••• , •

Utilizing equations (A.l) and (A.2), the Fourier transform of tx(x) can be found

to be
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Fig.A.l Top VIew of an arbitrary element on dam-foundation interface.
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(A.5)

where X o1 and X o2 are the global x-coordinates of the points (Figure A.I) at the element

boundary intersected by a line parallel to the x-axis passing through x' = (0, v'). In

equation (A.5), {~} is a 1 x 8 matrix containing the Fourier transforms of {'I/7(i')}

where

- 1 i Ok ok'1/71 = (e l X 0 2 _ el X 0 1 )

21r k

.1. 1[ i( ) 1] ikx 1[i ( ) 1] ikx
0/2 = 211' -k X o2 - Xc + k2 e 02 + 21r k X o1 - Xc - k2 e 01

~3 = ~lY'

- 1 ikx [1 2 2 2i]
'1/74 = 21r e 02 ik (X o2 - xc) + k 2 (X o2 - xc) + k3

1 ikx 0 1 [ 1 ( )2 2 ( ) 2i]- 211' e ik Xol - Xc + k2 Xol - Xc + k3

~5 = ~2Y'

~6 = ~ly'2

~7 = ~4Y'

~8 = ~2y'2

(A.6)

Similarly, the Fourier transforms of the prescribed tractions in the y and z direc

tions can be expressed as
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(A.8)

where {Ty} and {Tz } are the y and z components of the nodal tractions, respectively.

Combining equations (A.5), (A.7) and (A.8) leads to the expression for the 3 x 24

matrix [h(xo,k)] (equation 19) for the 8 node element

(A.9)

where [hI] is a 3 x 24 matrix enlarged from matrix {~} by replacing each entry in

{~} by a 3 x 3 diagonal matrix diag[1/Ji' ~i, 1/Ji], i = 1, ... ,8; and [h2 ] is a 24 x 24 matrix

enlarged from matrix ["iI!]-I in a similar manner.

For 4 and 6 node elements, the solution procedure is the same except that {¢(x')}

in equation (A.3) is replaced by {'ljJ(i')} = {l,x',y',x'y'} for 4 node element, and by

{'ljJ(x')} = {1,x',y',x12 ,x'y',y'2} for 6 node element.
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APPENDIX B: RELATION BETWEEN {Uh AND {U}-k

As mentioned in the procedure summary, the computations to determine the

nodal displacements {U} are repeated for a discrete set of wavenumbers over a trun

cated wavenumber range (-K, K). Due to a special property of the integrands with

respect to k, however, {U} for negative wavenumbers can be obtained indirectly from

{U} corresponding to positive wavenumbers. From Appendix C in Part I, the trans-
n

formed Green's functions [G] and [F] corresponding to negative wavenumber -k can

be expressed as

where [D] is a 3 x 3 diagonal matrix given by

[D] = diag(l, -1, -1)

(B.1a)

(B.1b)

(B.2)

Thus, the coefficient matrix [A(k)] in equation (28), which consists of the in-
n

tegrals of the products of the transformed traction Green's functions [F] and the

one-dimensional interpolation functions, has the property that

[A( -k)] = [D][A(k)][D]

where [D] is a diagonal matrix of order 3Mn

[D] = diag(l, -1, -1, 1, -1, -1, ..., 1, -1, -1)

From equation (B.3), it is apparent that

[A( _k)]-l = [D][A(k)r1[D]

since [D]-l = [D].

(B.3)

(BA)

(B.5)

The matrix [B(k)] in equation (28) consists of the integrals of the products of [G],

the transformed displacement Green's functions, and [H(io , k)], the Fourier transforms
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of the two-dimensional interpolation functions on the dam-foundation rock interface r i

(equations 26 and 30). These integrals are evaluated numerically over each elements

on i:'c through Gauss integration scheme. Since [H(xo,k)] does not depend on the

source point xos , matrix [B(k)] can be decomposed as

[B(k)] = [Ba(k)][BH(k)] (B.6)

where matrix [Ba(k)] consists of the transformed displacement Green's functions asso

ciated with different source points xos and receiver points xo , i.e. the Gauss integration

points; and matrix [BH (k)] consists of [H(x0' k)] for various receiver points. The sizes

of [Ba(k)] and [BH(k)] depend on the total number of Gauss integration points on

f'c' If the total number of Gauss integration points on f'c is Mg , the sizes for [Ba(k)]

and [BH(k)] are 3Mn x 3Mg and 3Mg x 3Mi , respectively. Due to the relation given

in equation (RIa) and the fact that [H(xo, -k)] is complex conjugate of [H(xo,k)],

matrix [B(k)] apparently has the property that

[B( -k)] = [D][Ba(k)][D1]conjg([BH(k))) (B.7)

where [D1] is a square diagonal matrix of dimension 3Mg having similar form as [D]

in equation (BA).

Thus, from equation (31), the nodal displacements on the boundary :rc u :rhare

given by

(B.8)

for positive wavenumber k and

(B.9)

for negative wavenumber -k. Once [A(k)t1[Ba(k)] is found, both {Uh and {U}-k

can be determined easily.

In general, it is more computationally efficient to use equations (B.8) and (B.9),

instead of equation (31), to solve for the nodal displacements {U} on the boundaries
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f'cUf'h for both k and -k, especially when the total number of nodes on r i is greater

than the total number of Gauss integration points on f'c, i.e. Mi > Mg. Since the

computation of [A(k)]-l[BG(k)] does not depend on the nodal distribution at r i along

the x-direction, the computational cost for the present method does not increase

much when the number of nodes at r i increases along the x-direction. Therefore, the

present method is especially efficient when the number of DOF along the canyon axis

is relatively large.
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APPENDIX C: RESTRICTIONS ON ·MESH LAYOUT ON f e

Two types of discretization are involved in the present method. One is the

discretization of l'e U f h , the system cross-section at x = 0, into one-dimensional line

elements and the other is the discretization of the dam-foundation rock interface, ri,

into two-dimensional surface elements. In order to avoid singularity problem in the

flexibility matrix, there is a certain restriction on the relative relation between the

two types of discretization.

In order to illustrate the restriction, consider a simple example shown in Figure C.l

where a banded foundation of constant width is resting on a semi-circular canyon. In

this example, l'e is discretized evenly into 4 line elements with the left most node being

the mth node and r i is discretized evenly into 8 elements along the circumferential

direction. From equation (33), the nodal displacements, {r}, on C is determined by

superposing the Fourier transforms {u(ioj,kq)} at fe' where {u(ioj,kq )} is determined

from their nodal values through equation (34). Thus, for this particular example, the

displacements at the first three nodes on ri are given by

{rh = I:Wq[Nl((d{Uq}m + N2((1){Uq}m+t]e-ikqXl
q

{r}z = L Wq[N1((2){Uq}m + N2((2){Uq}m+I]e-ikqX2
q

{rh = L Wq[NI((3){Uq}m + N2((3){Uq}m+1]e-ikqX3
q

(C.l)

(C.2)

(C.3)

where (1, (2 and (3 are the corresponding natural coordinates for the three nodes.

Since Xl = X2 = X3, it is clear that these nodal displacements can be expressed in

matrix form as

(CA)

Because the second matrix on the right hand side of equation (C.4) is a linear

combination of the nodal tractions, {T} (see equation 35), equation (C.4) implies that
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Fig.C.1 lllustration of inappropriate mesh that will lead to singular flexibility
influence matrix.
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the first three rows in the flexibility influence matrix [I] (equations 38 and 39) is a

linear combination of two rows. Thus the rank of the first three rows is less than 3

which means that the resulting flexibility influence matrix is singular.

From this example, it is clear that, in order to avoid singularity or ill-condition

problem in the flexibility influence matrix, the size of the elements on f e should be

smaller than or about the same as that of elements on rio More specifically, situations

similar to the example just illustrated, where three or more nodes having the same

x-coordinates on r i fall in one element on fe, should be avoided.
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